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8.1

The increased
subsidies will
incentivise employers
to relabel existing
training schemes as
apprenticeships.

This is one form of ‘deadweight’, with the government
funding some training that would have occurred anyway.
Such relabelling is made easier by the fact that
employers can be funded to provide some training
themselves.

Significant expansion
of apprenticeships
could come at the
expense of quality.

The new Institute for Apprenticeships may be under
pressure to approve new apprenticeship standards
quickly. An expanded role for Ofsted is welcome, but it
has already expressed concerns about the quality of
some of the apprenticeship schemes created more
recently.

The government has
set all large public
sector bodies legally
binding targets for
apprenticeship starts
each year.

All public sector employers with at least 250 employees
in England must employ new apprentices amounting to
2.3% of their headcount each year. This potentially costly
policy is largely designed to hit the government’s target
for 3 million new apprentices, not as a way to increase
the quality of public services. It should be removed.

There might be a
strong case for
expanding
apprenticeships but
the government has
failed to make it.

There has not been the collapse in training by employers
that the government claims and the returns to public
investment in apprenticeships are not nearly as high as
the government suggests. However, young people in
England are comparatively low skilled and research has
found higher returns to apprenticeships than to other
forms of vocational education. There is a good case for
expanding apprenticeships, but perhaps more gradually
and where we can ensure high-quality provision.

Introduction

The 2015 Conservative general election manifesto contained a commitment to ‘support
three million new apprenticeships, so young people acquire the skills to succeed’.1 To help
deliver this pledge, the then Chancellor George Osborne announced a new system of
apprenticeship funding in the 2015 Summer Budget, with further proposals detailed in the
government’s five-year plan for apprenticeships published in December 2015. A desire to
1
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expand the system of apprenticeships has been expressed by all major UK political parties
and the current government’s focus on apprenticeships builds on commitments under the
previous coalition and Labour governments.
th

Apprenticeships have existed in some form or other in the UK since at least the 12
century. They have taken many different forms over time, but have historically been
focused on young people learning specific skills whilst working under the supervision of
more highly skilled colleagues. The Conservative manifesto commitment (which has now
been enacted as part of the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016) concerns the number of
publicly-funded apprenticeships starting in England between May 2015 and March 2020.
To receive public funding, an apprenticeship must meet certain conditions. For example, it
must involve a well-defined skill development programme agreed by government and
employers, apprentices must spend at least 20% of their time attending off-the-job
training in addition to on-the-job training, and this must last for at least a year. It is these
publicly-funded apprenticeships that are the main focus of this chapter. We focus on
apprenticeships in England, because the government’s targets are only for England and it
is in England where the reforms to policy are most radical.
Under the new system due to start in April 2017, employers across the UK will pay a levy
equal to 0.5% of their paybill over £3 million per year. The Office for Budget Responsibility
(OBR) estimates this will raise about £2.6 billion in 2017–18, rising to £2.8 billion in 2019–
20. In England, the government will use its share of the levy to fund an expanded system
of subsidies for employers taking on apprentices, with a subsidy of 90–100% of the direct
cost of off-the-job training of apprentices up to a given set of price caps. Government
spending on apprenticeships is not set to increase by the amount raised by the
apprenticeship levy. According to the Department for Education, the budget for
apprenticeships in England will rise from £1.8 billion in 2016–17 to £2.5 billion in 2019–20,
representing a significant real-terms (after taking into account economy-wide changes in
price levels over time) increase of 28% over three years, though the increase is only a
fraction of the amount of tax revenue raised by the levy.2 Alongside this, the government
has created a target for all large public sector employers in England to take on new
apprentices. This target is that the number of new apprentices joining an employer each
year must be equal to 2.3% of that employer’s overall headcount in that year.
Apprenticeship funding is a devolved matter and it is the responsibility of the devolved
administrations to decide how they allocate their share of the levy revenues.
This new system of apprenticeship funding represents a significant reform to public
policy. However, it also represents just the latest instalment of decades of major policy
reforms that have attempted to improve the quality of vocational education in the UK.
These include the creation of Industrial Training Boards in the 1960s, their abolition in the
1980s, the creation of the Youth Training Scheme in the early 1980s, the creation of
National Vocational Qualifications in the late 1980s, the creation of Modern
Apprenticeships in the early 1990s and the creation of Train to Gain in the mid 2000s.
Despite all these attempts, review after review has concluded that the quality of vocational
education and the skills of UK workers need to be improved in order to increase
productivity (e.g. the Leitch Review in 2006 and the Wolf Review in 2011). The new system
2
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of apprenticeship funding represents the latest effort by government to deal with the
‘skills problem’. The frequent changes to the structure and nature of vocational education
stand in contrast to the relative constancy and clarity that have existed for academic
routes. The policy of successive governments for the last 30 years has been to expand the
proportion of young people going into higher education, which has risen from around
one-in-six young people in the 1980s to around one-in-two today.3
Given that young people are now legally required to stay in some form of education or
training until age 18, 16-year-olds today largely have three options: an academic path
consisting of A levels and possibly higher education; studying vocational qualifications at
further education or sixth form colleges; or doing an apprenticeship. It is not yet clear
whether the new system of apprenticeships is intended to act as a significant alternative
for young people who would otherwise have gone down the academic path, or whether it
is mostly intended to attract young people who would otherwise have studied vocational
qualifications in further education or sixth form colleges after age 16. However, the policy
is clearly not just targeted at young people, with most of the expansion of apprenticeships
in the last six years accounted for by growth among those aged 25 and over. Moreover, it
is this group that is due to experience the largest increase in subsidy for apprenticeship
training in the new funding system starting in April 2017.
What matters is how these reforms will affect the levels of and types of training done by
employers, workers’ wages, skills and productivity, and firms’ overall performance. To
help answer this important set of questions, this chapter does three things. In Section 8.2,
we evaluate the rationale for the proposed expansion of funding for apprenticeships in
England. In Section 8.3, we describe the key details of the new policy and set it in a longerterm policy context, including how numbers and types of apprentices have evolved to
date. In Section 8.4, we analyse the likely effects of the new system of apprenticeship
funding on employers’ and individual workers’ incentives to invest in training and on
employment, skills, productivity and wages, and the impact of new targets for employing
apprentices in the public sector. Section 8.5 concludes.

8.2

Evaluating the case for government intervention

The new system of apprenticeship funding in England represents a significant reform. The
government will collect a substantial sum of money from employers via the
apprenticeship levy, increase government subsidies for the training costs of
apprenticeships, and create a new system of regulation in an effort to ensure this training
is of high quality.
The government’s ultimate aim from this reform is to improve productivity through
improving the skills of workers by increasing the quantity and quality of vocational

3
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Figure from 1980s based on D. Finegold, ‘The roles of higher education in a knowledge economy’, Rutgers
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initial participation rate for 2014–15
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training they receive. In its five-year plan for apprenticeships in England, 4 the government
argues that the productivity of workers in the UK is below that in other comparable
countries and that the skills of young workers are also comparatively low. It also argues
that employers underinvest in the training of workers because employers do not expect to
reap all the benefits of such training and that this problem has been getting worse over
time. The government cites research saying that the economic returns to apprenticeships
are significant (with £26–28 of economic benefit generated for each £1 of investment).
This is then used to justify the new system of apprenticeship funding due to come into
operation in April 2017.
Before we detail the specific aspects of this reform and its likely effects, this section briefly
evaluates the case for expanding public subsidies for apprenticeships.

Levels of skills and education
It is well known that worker productivity in the UK is below that in other major economies.
For example, in 2015, output per hour worked was below that in Germany, France and the
United States, by 21%, 22% and 23% respectively, although it was 22% higher than in
Japan.5 International surveys have also suggested that young people in England have
lower levels of numeracy and literacy skills than those in other countries.6 Indeed, England
is also relatively unusual in the pattern of skills across age groups. Across most countries,
younger age groups have higher levels of numeracy than older age groups (and, in some
cases, much higher levels of numeracy), potentially reflecting increases in skills across
generations. This is not the case in England, where young people aged 16–24 have a
similar level of skills to the oldest age group (those aged 55–64) in spite of increased levels
of formal education (e.g. more young people leaving school with GCSEs). This evidence is
potentially a major cause for concern as, unless it reflects reduced deterioration of skills
with age in England compared with elsewhere, it could suggest that skills are not
improving across generations, whilst they are elsewhere.
A lack of skills amongst UK workers has long been recognised by policymakers. In 2006,
the Leitch Review of Skills recommended a series of objectives for increasing the skills of
UK workers.7 The government at the time subsequently instituted a series of additional
subsidies and policies to incentivise employers to invest more in training, particularly in
the form of Level 2 vocational qualifications (the equivalent of five GCSEs graded A*–C).
This included policies such as Train to Gain, which provided additional free training
courses to employees who lacked GCSE-level qualifications and/or basic skills, and offered
subsidies to employers to compensate for wage costs of employees when attending
courses.

4

HM Government, English Apprenticeships: Our 2020 Vision, December 2015,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/482754/BIS-15-604-englishapprenticeships-our-2020-vision.pdf.
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These figures are calculated from the OECD productivity statistics, which are compiled on a comparable basis.
Of course, the workforce’s skills are not the only driver of productivity differences. Other issues – such as the
types of capital that labour is combined with, how that capital is allocated and the technology utilised by
companies – are all important in determining productivity.
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Looking at the level of formal education possessed by young people in the UK compared
with other countries, the proportion of young people aged 25–34 who leave education
with below upper-secondary-level qualifications (e.g. have not achieved five or more
GCSEs or equivalent at A*–C) is similar to that seen in other OECD countries (around
15%8). However, a much greater share go on to the equivalent of higher education and a
lower share leave with intermediate-level qualifications (e.g. A-level or other Level 3
qualifications.) To be specific, 49% of people aged 25–34 in the UK have completed
tertiary-level education compared with 42%, on average, across OECD countries, whilst
36% have completed upper-secondary or post-secondary non-tertiary qualifications in the
UK compared with an OECD average of 43%.9 It is also notable that the UK makes relatively
little use of vocational upper-secondary education routes compared with other countries.
More worryingly, the 2011 Wolf Review of Vocational Education concluded that many of
the vocational qualifications that are offered are of relatively low quality and have
relatively low economic return.10 The Wolf Review recommended greater focus on
apprenticeships (as did the Leitch Review), which were claimed to have higher economic
returns. To date, the UK has made relatively little use of apprenticeship training. The
government quotes figures showing that, in 2008–09, there were 11 apprentices per
thousand employees in England whilst this number was as high as 43 in Switzerland, 40 in
Germany and 39 in Australia.11 As we show in Section 8.3, the UK number has been steadily
increasing since the mid 2000s, but is still likely to be well below that seen in many other
countries. Such figures do not demonstrate a problem in itself, but do represent a clear
difference compared with other countries.
The UK does have a productivity and skills problem compared with other countries, which
comes in spite of the high and increasing levels of formal education possessed by UK
workers. This has been the focus of policymakers’ attention for a long time. One
persistent set of concerns amongst policymakers is that vocational education is relatively
low quality and that use of apprenticeship training is relatively low compared with other
countries. The extent to which lower use of apprenticeship training contributes to a skills
problem, however, is far from clear.

Employers’ investment in training
One motivation highlighted by the government for reforms and extra public funding for
apprenticeships is that employers are likely to underinvest in training. Economists have
long recognised that employers have incentives to underinvest in the training and skills of
their workers.12 If employees can switch employers fairly costlessly, it is likely to be
8

Note that this is much lower than the proportion leaving without the standard benchmark of five or more
GCSEs at A*–C including maths and English, which was about 43% for state-funded schools in 2015–16
(https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/gcse-and-equivalent-results-2015-to-2016-provisional).
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workers who are the principal beneficiaries of any training, in the form of higher wages,
because employers will need to pay them at the level their productivity warrants in order
to retain them. This gives employers little incentive to invest in training in the first place. If
employees are not able to switch employers as freely, then employers can reap some of
the benefit in the form of higher profits by holding employees’ wages down below the
level that their current productivity would warrant. This would give employers some
financial incentive to invest in training for their workers, but probably below the socially
optimal level.
And while workers might reap significant rewards from training, they may be unable to
finance training, may not fully appreciate the likely rewards, and face considerable
uncertainty as to how beneficial the training will actually turn out to be.
All this means we could easily end up in a situation in which, from society’s point of view,
employers and workers might be underinvesting in training. This could justify some
degree of public subsidy towards training, which we have had in many forms over time
(e.g. Train to Gain and existing apprenticeship subsidies).
The government partly justifies additional subsidies for apprenticeship training by
claiming that this underinvestment problem has been getting worse over time. In
particular, the 2015 Summer Budget and the government’s vision for apprenticeships
published in December 2015 both quote figures, derived from the Labour Force Survey
(LFS), showing a rapid decline in the number of employees attending off-the-job training
in the past week, from around 150,000 employees in the mid 1990s to about 20,000 in
2014. This is a fall of more than 80% and certainly looks dramatic. However, it is just one
rather peculiar measure, which looks at the number of employees who have worked fewer
hours than usual in the past week because they attended off-the-job training. It depends
on how people report their hours (in particular whether they regard undertaking training
as working fewer hours) and it ignores on-the-job training.
As Figure 8.1 shows, a more useful way of describing this apparently enormous drop is to
say that the proportion of employees engaging in this particular form of training fell from
0.5% in the mid 1990s to 0.1% in 2014 – an 80% drop in a very small number, which is a
drop of only 0.4 percentage points. This change is barely visible when placed alongside
changes in other measures of training taken from the same LFS data: the proportion of
employees who report having received any job-related training (i.e. on or off the job) in
the past 4 weeks and past 13 weeks. In 2014, 14% of employees reported receiving jobrelated training in the past 4 weeks, which is slightly down on a figure of 16% in the early
2000s, but similar to the level in the mid 1990s. If we ask about a longer window (the
proportion of workers who report receiving some form of education or training in the past
13 weeks), the proportion of workers who report having received training is, of course,
higher still, at around a third of all employees, and the trend over time is similar, with a
slight rise between the mid 1990s and mid 2000s, followed by a decline afterwards.13

13

As is shown in Figure 8A.1 in the appendix, job-related training is more prevalent among employees aged 16–
39 than it is for employees aged 40–59, although the fall in training has been larger for the younger group
than for the older group.
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Figure 8.1. Percentage of employees who report receiving job-related training, 1995–
96 to 2015–16
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Source: Authors’ calculations using Quarterly LFS, 1995 to 2015. Restricted to employees aged 16–59.

Figure 8.2. Percentage of employees who report receiving on- and off-the-job
training in the last 4 weeks, 1995–96 to 2015–16
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Source: Authors’ calculations using Quarterly LFS, 1995 to 2015. Restricted to employees aged 16–59.

Figure 8.2 splits the proportion who report having received job-related training in the past
4 weeks (i.e. the middle series shown in Figure 8.1) into those who received it exclusively
off the job, those who received it exclusively on the job and those who received a
combination of the two. This shows that there has been a clear shift towards more on-thejob training and less off-the-job training. Between the mid 1990s and the mid 2010s, the
proportion of employees who report receiving exclusively off-the-job training declines
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from about 8% to 4½%, the proportion receiving exclusively on-the-job training increases
from 3¾% to 6½% and the proportion receiving a combination rises from 2% to 2¾%. 14
In using evidence to set out and explain policy, it is incumbent on government to do so in
a reasonably full and balanced way. Choosing one particular and very partial measure to
suggest that there is a much bigger problem than other more comprehensive data would
suggest, risks undermining faith in what might be perfectly sensible policy directions.
Levels of training have declined slightly since the mid 2000s, but there has been no
precipitous decline. The proportion of employees receiving some form of training is
currently at a similar level to that seen in the mid 1990s. The big change has been in the
type of training received, with a shift towards on-the-job training and away from off-thejob training. It is not clear that this change in the mix of training is necessarily a good or
bad thing. However, it is important to note it, as the new system of apprenticeship funding
will be targeted towards off-the-job training.
In terms of levels of expenditure on training by employers, the Employer Skills Survey
estimates that UK employers spent £45.4 billion on job-related training in 2015 (equivalent
to around 2.5% of national income or about 6% of total employee wages and salaries in
the UK).15 About half of this figure was spent on off-the-job training, with trainee wage
costs accounting for about £7.7 billion and direct training costs accounting for about
£15.2 billion in 2015. A further £23 billion was reported to be spent on on-the-job training,
with £14 billion on trainee wage costs and £9 billion on trainers’ wage costs. Since 2011,
employers’ reported expenditure on training has fallen by about 2% in real terms
(deflating using a measure of economy-wide inflation), which is consistent with the small
falls in training for workers we saw in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

Economic returns to apprenticeships
The new system of apprenticeship funding will increase the public subsidy provided to
employers for the costs of training workers, but only if such training is in the form of an
apprenticeship and only for off-the-job training costs. The government justifies this
approach partly by claiming high economic returns to public funding of apprenticeships.
Indeed, the government’s five-year plan for the expansion of apprenticeships in England
says:16
These benefits translate into significant monetary returns for individuals over a working life.
These add up to between £48,000 and £74,000 for level 2 apprenticeships; and between
£77,000 and £117,000 for level 3 apprenticeships. Those completing an apprenticeship at level
4 or above could earn £150,000 more on average over their lifetime. ...These benefits lead to a
14

Such headline findings are confirmed in other research on levels of training over time (F. Green, A. Felstead,
D. Gallie, H. Inanc and N. Jewson, ‘What has been happening to the training of workers in Britain?’, Centre for
Learning and Life Chances in Knowledge Economies and Societies (LLAKES), Research Paper 43, 2013,
http://www.llakes.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/43.-Green-et-al.pdf. This work also argues that there has
been a decline in the intensity of training over time (hours per employee spent on training courses). However,
this conclusion is only reached based on data for 1995–98 and 2006–10, as data for other years are not
currently available.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ukces-employer-skills-survey-2015-uk-report; ONS series
NQAU, https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/timeseries/nqau/bb; ONS series, ABMI,
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/timeseries/abmi/ukea.
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significant return for the taxpayer too: the amount of return is between £26 and £28 for every
£1 of government investment in apprenticeships at level 2 and level 3 respectively.
Are the returns to apprenticeship funding likely to be as high as this and, more generally,
is there a well-founded argument for skewing public funding more towards
apprenticeships than is the case at present?
A ratio of benefits to costs equal to 26 or 28 to 1 would be extremely high for any area of
public policy. In this case, it would imply that increasing government funding of
apprenticeships by £1 billion would generate additional economic activity of more than
£26 billion, or around 1.4% of current national income. If this were true, then the logical
response would be to aim for a huge expansion of apprenticeships. Furthermore, the
same research finds that the benefits to public funding of standard Level 2 vocational
qualifications (equivalent to five GCSEs at Grade C or above) are around 21 to 1.17
Numbers like this look, and indeed are, too good to be true. They are based on a number
of highly questionable assumptions18 – very low ‘deadweight’ (i.e. the vast majority of
those receiving a subsidy would have done no training in the absence of the subsidy), that
there are very big spillover effects (i.e. those with whom apprentices work get an uplift in
their salary equal to the uplift enjoyed by those who actually get the qualifications) and
that the best way of measuring returns is to compare the wages of those who complete
qualifications with those who attempt, but drop out of, the same courses.
Put these together and you end up with a wildly overstated case. Again this cavalier use of
evidence risks undermining what might in fact be a perfectly good case for policy action.
17

Measuring the Net Present Value of Further Education in England, BIS Research Paper 229, 2015,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/435166/bis_15_323_Measuri
ng_the_Net_Present_Value_of_Further_Education_in_England.pdf.
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For example, the model used to generate the quoted set of figures assumes no deadweight. Alternative
estimates assuming deadweight of 30% are published (i.e. 70% of current apprentices would not have taken
this qualification and would only have completed the next-lowest qualification), which give estimated benefitto-cost ratios of 18–20 to 1. However, even this figure of 30% is optimistic. Other research has found that the
deadweight associated with training subsidies can be 90–100% (e.g. E. Leuven and H. Oosterbeek, ‘Evaluating
the effect of tax deductions on training’, Journal of Labor Economics, 2004, 22, 461–88; L. Abramovsky, E.
Battistin, E. Fitzsimons, A. Goodman and H. Simpson, ‘Providing employers with incentives to train low-skilled
workers: evidence from the UK Employer Training Pilots’, Journal of Labor Economics, 2011, 29, 153–93).
The model also assumes spillover effects on other workers’ wages (through higher productivity) equal to
100% of the increase in wages for those who take apprenticeships (based on findings in L. Dearden, H. Reed
and J. Van Reenen, ‘The impact of training on productivity and wages: evidence from British panel data’,
Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics, 2006, 68, 397–421). Other work has found similarly large spillovers
on overall productivity (J. Konings and C. Vanormelingen, ‘The impact of training on productivity and wages:
firm-level evidence’, Review of Economics and Statistics, 2015, 97, 485–97). However, others find that spillover
effects are relatively small, e.g. around 5% (A. De Grip and J. Sauermann, ‘The effects of training on own and
co-worker productivity: evidence from a field experiment’, Economic Journal, 2012, 122, 376–99).
Lastly, the figures are based on estimated returns to qualifications that use people who started, but failed to
achieve, a qualification as a control group (D. Bibby, F. Buscha, A. Cerqua, D. Thomson and P. Urwin,
Estimation of the Labour Market Returns to Qualifications Gained in English Further Education, BIS Research Paper
195, 2014,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/383646/Estimation_of_the_la
bour_market_returns_to_qualifications_gained_in_English_Further_Education_-_Final_-_November_2014.pdf).
This is a highly questionable comparison to make given that those who fail to complete a qualification are
likely to be different from those who succeeded in unobserved ways that are likely to affect earnings in the
labour market – e.g. lower motivation or suffering a negative health shock – and lead to an upward bias in the
estimated returns.
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For none of this means that there is not still a good economic case for skewing public
subsidies more towards apprenticeships. Indeed, the government is right to argue that
the qualitative finding of higher wage returns for apprenticeships versus other vocational
qualifications is well established in the literature to date, even if the absolute levels of
returns are contested.19 Furthermore, there are already large public subsidies for
qualifications taken in further education, many of which are found to have low economic
returns, and in higher education (either as grants to educational institutions or as
subsidies for student loans), which might be skewing educational choices towards these
formal education routes away from apprenticeships. Providing greater public subsidies to
apprenticeships could be seen as reducing such a distortion, moving us towards a more
level playing field.
That said, however, there is no guarantee that the new apprenticeships will generate
similar economic returns to those that have been delivered to date. Apprenticeships are
being developed in a whole series of new occupations and industries where they have
been rarely used before. The likely economic returns to such a shift will depend heavily on
the quality of regulation that the government puts in place and what individuals would be
doing if they did not do an apprenticeship. Ensuring the system of regulation is effective is
much easier said than done, however, and will involve a series of detailed policy questions.
Which forms of training will be accredited as apprenticeships? What content will go into
individual apprenticeships? How much subsidy will be provided to different forms and
levels of apprenticeships? Which training providers will be authorised to provide training
courses and how will the quality of the courses they offer be monitored? How will different
apprenticeships be evaluated? The institutions and rules put in place to deal with these
questions will have a major bearing on the quality of the new apprenticeships. Indeed, the
2011 Wolf Review argued that it was the system of regulation and incentives in the
funding system for further education that could explain why so many young people at the
time were taking vocational courses with relatively low economic returns.

Summary
The government’s stated case for expanding subsidies for apprenticeships is weak. There
has been no collapse in training by employers (though there has been a shift from off-thejob towards on-the-job training) and the returns to public investments are not nearly as
high as 26 to 1. However, there may still be a good case for expanding public subsidies for
apprenticeships. Young people in England are relatively low skilled compared with their
peers in other countries; what vocational education does exist in the UK is perceived to be
of low quality; research has found higher returns to apprenticeships than to other forms
of vocational education; and there are already significant public subsidies for formal
further or higher education. There are a number of important issues of policy detail that
will determine the success of expanded apprenticeship funding. In the next section, we
detail the evolution and plans for policy on apprenticeship funding in England, before then
addressing the likely impact of the new regime in Section 8.4.

19

L. Dearden, L. McGranahan and B. Sianesi, ‘An in-depth analysis of the returns to National Vocational
Qualifications obtained at Level 2’, Centre for the Economics of Education (CEE), Discussion Paper 46, 2004; A.
Jenkins, C. Greenwood and A. Vignoles, ‘The returns to qualifications in England: updating the evidence base
on Level 2 and Level 3 vocational qualifications’, Centre for the Economics of Education (CEE), Discussion
Paper 89, 2007; Bibby et al., 2014 (see footnote 18); S. McIntosh, and D. Morris, ‘Labour market returns to
vocational qualifications in the Labour Force Survey’, Centre for Vocational Education Research (CVER),
Discussion Paper 2, 2016, http://cver.lse.ac.uk/textonly/cver/pubs/cverdp002.pdf.
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8.3

Apprenticeships policy: past, present and future

Apprenticeships have been the focus of policymakers’ attention for well over a decade
now, with an increase in apprenticeships following the Leitch Review in the mid 2000s and
an increase in the number of apprenticeships under the coalition government to meet a
target of 2 million new apprenticeships. The Conservative party 2015 general election
manifesto included a further commitment for 3 million apprenticeship starts in England
between 2015 and 2020, which is now a legally binding target.
In this section, we set out what an apprenticeship is and provide some simple background
information on apprenticeships. We discuss how government currently subsidises
apprenticeships and how that is changing in light of the new apprenticeship levy.

What is an apprenticeship?
th

The history of apprenticeships in the UK dates back to the 12 century, when craftsmen
began to take on minors who were bound to them for five to nine years for training and
apprenticeships were often administered by local craft guilds. Government first took steps
to regulate training through apprenticeships in 1563 but this legislation was relaxed
during the Industrial Revolution. However, the Industrial Revolution also created a host of
newer industries where the apprenticeship system was adopted, and growth in apprentice
numbers continued until around 35% of boys were leaving school to become apprentices
by the 1960s.20
In the 1960s, Industrial Training Boards were set up by the government, each with the
responsibility for determining training needs within its sector. These boards were given
statutory powers to publish course outlines for apprenticeships, determine standards to
be reached and impose a training levy on employers to fund training (which bears a
striking resemblance to the new system). However, the boards were abolished in 1982 in a
return to a more voluntarist reliance on sector-based organisations without such powers.
A combination of a decline in skilled manual jobs and the rise in post-16 education meant
that the number of apprentices dropped from a high of 243,700 in 1966 to just 53,000 by
1990.21
In 1994, the Conservative government launched ‘Modern Apprenticeships’. Modern
Apprentices would receive a wage as employees and were required to work towards a
National Qualifications Framework (NQF) Level 3 qualification (equivalent to two A levels).
This forms the basis of the current set-up, albeit with numerous reforms and adjustments
having been made over the past 20 years. Foundation Modern Apprenticeships at Level 2
were set up in 2000, and higher-level apprenticeships became available from 2004. The
upper age limit of 25 for apprentices was abolished in 2003.
The Skills Funding Agency, responsible for overseeing funding for skills training for further
education in England, now defines an apprenticeship to be ‘a job with an accompanying

20

For details on the history of apprenticeships, see M. Harris, Modern Apprenticeships: An Assessment of the
Government’s Flagship Training Programme, Policy Paper, Institute of Directors, 2003.

21

Page 37 of H. Gospel, ‘The decline of apprenticeship training in Britain’, Industrial Relations Journal, 1995, 26,
32–44. These figures are from the Department of Employment and are based on employer reporting – Gospel
writes that they ‘probably tended to underestimate the number of apprentices because of the failure of
smaller employers to report enrolments’.
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skills development programme designed by employers in the sector’.22 In order to be
eligible for government funding (and apprenticeships thus defined are the scope of this
chapter),23 an apprenticeship must be a full-time paid job (of at least 30 hours a week),
lasting at least 12 months, which incorporates both on- and off-the-job training. A fifth of
the apprentice’s time must be composed of off-the-job training. In addition, each
apprenticeship must fulfil the criteria under a government-approved ‘framework’ or
‘standard’, which specifies the qualifications and skills that need to be gained as part of
the apprenticeship. In general, government funding is only provided to apprenticeships
that are at NQF levels above that which an individual already holds. Therefore, while
individuals with undergraduate university degrees can be apprentices, the government
will only provide public funding if the apprenticeship is equivalent to a postgraduate
qualification (level 7 or above).24

Recent trends in apprenticeships
Figure 8.3 shows recent trends in the number of apprenticeships since the mid 2000s,
when the numbers began to expand. In particular, it shows the number of
apprenticeships that commenced in each financial year from 2005–06 to 2015–16 and
splits the number of ‘apprenticeship starts’ into those undertaken by 16- to 18-year-olds,
Figure 8.3. Number of apprenticeships commenced in each year in England, by age
group, 2005–06 to 2015–16
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Note: Each year in the data runs from the beginning of August to the end of July in the following calendar year.
Source: Department for Education, ‘FE data library: apprenticeships’,
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/fe-data-library-apprenticeships.

22

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/393819/Statement-onApprenticeship-QualityV1.pdf.

23

Employers are able to offer, and many do, their own internal, privately-funded apprenticeships. These are not
recorded as apprenticeships in the numbers presented in this chapter on apprenticeship starts in England,
and similarly do not count towards the government’s target.

24

See page 11 of
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/510198/Apprenticeship_stan
dards_funding_rules_2016_to_2017_v2_FINAL.pdf.
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19- to 24-year-olds and people aged 25 and over. Since 2010–11, between roughly 400,000
and 500,000 apprenticeships have commenced in each year, with 509,000 starting in 2015–
16. This level is significantly higher than that between 2005–06 and 2009–10. Of the
509,000 starts in 2015–16, 26% were by 16- to 18-year-olds, 30% by 19- to 24-year-olds and
the largest number, 44%, by those aged 25 and over. This is a remarkable change in the
age profile of apprentices: 10 years ago, virtually all apprentices were under 25. The
growth in the number of apprenticeships for those aged 25 and over has driven almost all
of the increase in the number of apprenticeships since 2009–10.
Importantly, it is not clear that the increase in the number of apprenticeships reflects an
increase in training. The increase between 2009–10 and 2010–11 for those aged 25 and
over is likely to reflect, at least partly, the reduction of funding for the Train to Gain
programme – which subsidised employer training of (primarily) those aged 25 and over –
and the diverting of that funding towards apprenticeships. This implies that a lot of the
increase is in fact ‘relabelling’ of training as apprenticeships.25
In order to meet the commitment to deliver 3 million apprenticeship starts in England
between 2015 and 2020, the number of new apprenticeships would need to average
600,000 a year over that period, 20% higher than their level in 2014–15.26 Larger increases
have happened before (e.g. in 2010, when government funds were diverted from the Train
to Gain programme). However, numbers have been relatively steady at around 500,000
per year for much of the past five years, implying that a large increase may not be easy to
produce. Moreover, the number of 18-year-olds in England in mid 2015 was 661,000. This
implies that, unless a significant number of individuals undertake multiple apprenticeships
in the course of their career, a long-run target of 600,000 apprenticeships per year is
unsustainable, as it would mean about 90% of young people in England taking an
apprenticeship at some point. Of course, in the short term, it might be possible to
introduce more apprenticeships by training older employees who did not previously
undertake one. But as a long-term goal, a 600,000 target is likely to be far too high to be
sensible unless it is advisable for large numbers of people to do multiple apprenticeships.
There are four levels of apprenticeships:
y
y
y
y

intermediate apprenticeships – equivalent to National Qualifications Framework Level 2
(itself equivalent to five A*–C grades at GCSE);
advanced apprenticeships – equivalent to NQF Level 3 or two A–E grades at A level;
higher apprenticeships – equivalent to at least a Level 4 qualification (such as a Higher
National Certificate);
degree-level apprenticeship – equivalent to an undergraduate degree.

Figure 8.4 shows the number of apprenticeships started in each year by the type of
apprenticeship, with higher and degree-level apprenticeships aggregated together. In
25

For more details, see BIS, ‘Funding letter to Skills Funding Agency: 2010–11’,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/31996/10-1013-sfa-fundingletter-2010-11.pdf and R. Lupton, L. Unwin and S. Thomson, ‘The coalition’s record on further and higher
education and skills: policy, spending and outcomes 2010–2015’, Social Policy in a Cold Climate, Working Paper
14, http://sticerd.lse.ac.uk/dps/case/spcc/wp14.pdf.

26

Given that there were 509,000 apprenticeship starts in England in 2015–16, this means that between 2016–17
and 2019–20 there must be 2,491,000 apprenticeship starts in England to meet the target – i.e. an average of
623,000 apprentice starts per year.
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2015–16, the majority of apprenticeships were at the intermediate level (291,000,
equivalent to 57% of starts), while most of the rest were advanced level (191,000 or 37%). A
very small fraction were higher or degree-level (27,000 or 5%). Although the largest
proportional growth has been in ‘higher’ apprenticeships, most of the increase in
apprenticeship numbers since 2008–09 has come from intermediate and advanced
qualifications.
Figure 8.4. Number of apprenticeships commenced in each year in England, by
apprenticeship level, 2005–06 to 2015–16
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Note: Each year in the data runs from the beginning of August to the end of July in the following calendar year.
Source: Department for Education, ‘FE data library: apprenticeships’,
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/fe-data-library-apprenticeships.

Figure 8.5. Number of apprenticeships commenced in England, by subject area, 2015–
16
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Figure 8.5 shows the number of apprenticeships started in the academic year 2015–16,
broken down by the subject area of the apprenticeship. Four categories – business,
administration and law; health, public services and care; retail and commercial enterprise;
and engineering and manufacturing technologies – account for 86% of all apprenticeship
starts. As the overall number of apprenticeship starts has remained fairly constant since
2011–12, so has the balance of apprenticeships between different subject areas.

Existing apprenticeship policy
To date, apprenticeships in England have been subsidised by government depending on
the age of the apprentice. The government would only contribute towards the ‘training
costs’ – which means the direct cost of the off-the-job training that is carried out – not the
wages of the apprentices or of those who supervise and manage them. The subsidy
provided to date is as follows:
y
y
y

100% of training costs for 16- to 18-year-olds;
50% of training costs for 19- to 23-year-olds;
40% of training costs for those aged 24 and over (although this rate can vary).27

This system of funding is being phased out and replaced with a new system, set out
below, which is to be introduced in May 2017.
There are two other important policies related to apprenticeships that are currently in
place and – unlike the set of subsidies outlined above – are set to remain in place from
2017–18 onwards.
First, there is a lower national minimum wage rate for certain apprentices. The minimum
wage rate for apprentices was introduced in October 2010, set at £2.50 per hour
(compared with the then £5.93 for the main rate). Prior to this, apprentices were exempt
from the minimum wage.28 By April 2017, the minimum wage for apprentices will reach
£3.50, compared with the national living wage (for those aged 25 and over) of £7.50 and
the national minimum wage (for those aged 21–24) of £7.05. The apprenticeship minimum
wage is applied to apprentices aged 16–18, and to apprentices aged 19 and over who are
in the first year of their apprenticeship. After their first year, apprentices aged 19 and over
are entitled to the minimum wage rate commensurate with non-apprentices of their age.
Second, since April 2016, employers do not have to pay employer National Insurance
contributions (NICs) on the earnings of apprentices aged under 25, for earnings up to the
upper earnings limit (£866 per week in 2017–18). The employer NICs rate is 13.8% of
earnings above £157 per week (in 2017–18), implying substantial savings for employers
that employ apprentices who earn significantly above that threshold. 29 However, since
27

For apprenticeships commencing before August 2017, there is also a payment known as the ‘apprenticeship
grant for employers of 16 to 24 year olds’ (AGE 16–24). This is a payment of £1,500 to small businesses that
first hire apprentices aged 16–24. The payment is made if the employer has fewer than 50 employees, has not
had an employee start an apprenticeship in the last 12 months and has not already claimed five of the grants.
For more details on the subsidies of training costs of apprentices prior to May 2017, see J. Mirza-Davies,
‘Apprenticeships policy in England’, House of Commons Library, Briefing Paper 03052, November 2016,
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN03052/SN03052.pdf.

28

See http://www.employment-studies.co.uk/news/development-apprentice-wages-and-impact-newapprentice-rate-national-minimum-wage.

29

Thirty-five hours’ work at the national living wage leads to gross earnings of £262.50 per week, although 35
hours’ work at the apprenticeship minimum wage is only £122.50 per week.
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Figure 8.6. Employer cost of employing example individuals at the applicable
national minimum/living wage for 35 hours a week, excluding training costs, in
2017–18
Employer cost, £ per week, 2017–18
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Note: Employer cost includes earnings, employer NICs, minimum employer contribution to workplace pensions
(at long-run minimum of 3% of qualifying earnings) and the apprenticeship levy.

April 2015, the government has also waived employer NICs on all employees aged under
21, whether or not they are an apprentice. Therefore the employer NICs exemption for
apprentices only reduces employer NICs payments for apprentices aged 21–24.
Combined, these two policies mean that hiring an apprentice (at least in terms of their
weekly pay, including taxes and levies paid on it) can be considerably cheaper than
employing a non-apprentice. The difference in employer cost for 35 hours’ work between
apprentices and non-apprentices at their relevant minimum wage is summarised in Figure
8.6. Employing an apprentice in their first year can be considerably cheaper than hiring a
non-apprentice. In particular, for workers aged 21 and over, the cost at the applicable
minimum wage can be under half that for a non-apprentice. For 16- to 18-year-olds, the
difference in minimum employer cost is considerably smaller, but it remains after the first
year of the apprenticeship. Of course, the full cost of employing an apprentice will also
include any training cost (that is not paid for by the government), and in addition they will
be able to spend fewer hours working directly for their employer each week as they
undertake off-the-job training.

The apprenticeship levy and the new funding system
The apprenticeship levy is being introduced in April 2017. It requires all employers with a
paybill in excess of £3 million per year to pay a levy equal to 0.5% of the amount by which
their paybill is in excess of this amount.30 The £3 million threshold means that only 2% of
employers will pay the levy, but, as we show in Section 8.4, these employers employ a

30

The actual mechanics of this are that any employer with a paybill of over £3 million per year will pay a levy of
0.5% of the total value of their paybill, but will receive an allowance of £15,000 a year to offset against their
levy payment.
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significant portion of the UK workforce.31 The apprenticeship levy is a payroll tax similar to
employer NICs, although the amount that is levied is a function of the total payroll of
employees within an organisation, rather than a function of each individual’s earnings.
The OBR forecasts that the apprenticeship levy will raise £2.6 billion in 2017–18, rising to
£2.8 billion in 2019–20.32
All employers in England who pay the levy, including public sector employers, will have
their levy payments put into a ‘digital account’, which they can then use to spend on the
costs of off-the-job training of apprentices. This amount will be topped up a further 10%
by the government. These funds will expire after 24 months if unspent, but barring this
detail the ‘digital account’ essentially amounts to levy-paying employers being offered full
government subsidy for apprenticeship training costs up to the value of 110% of each
employer’s levy amount.33 Levy-paying employers who want to spend more on
apprenticeship training than the amount in their digital account will have to pay 10% of
costs above that amount themselves and the government will fund the remaining 90%.
For all apprenticeships, there are maximum amounts above which the government will
not make any contribution, as set out below.
Employers who do not pay the levy – i.e. those with a paybill of less than £3 million per
year – will receive a 90% subsidy towards the training costs of apprentices. An exception is
for employers with fewer than 50 employees employing apprentices aged 16–18: for them,
the government will fund 100% of training costs (up to the limit specified below).
Government funding is restricted to a limit per apprentice. Each apprenticeship
framework or standard will be assigned to one of 15 funding bands decided upon by the
Skills Funding Agency, each with an upper limit of between £1,500 and £27,000 to cover
the full duration of the apprenticeship. Allocation to a particular band is supposed to
reflect the expected costs of training for each apprenticeship. For example, the band limit
for an aerospace engineer (a Level 6 course, equivalent to an undergraduate degree) is
£27,000, whilst that for an adult care worker (a Level 2 course, equivalent to five GCSEs
graded A*–C) is £3,000.34 The government will not pay any subsidy on training costs in
excess of the relevant band limit.35 In addition to the subsidy of the off-the-job training
costs as specified above, the government will give both employer and training provider a
£1,000 grant for employing an apprentice aged 16–18.36 The government will only fund the
training costs for apprentices who are training at a higher qualification level than they
currently possess. This means that, while graduates holding an undergraduate degree can
be apprentices who receive public funding, they must be undertaking a Level 6 (equivalent
to a masters degree) apprenticeship or higher.
31

It is not clear to what (if anything) this allowance is indexed. If it is fixed in nominal terms, or indexed to prices
rather than earnings, all else equal, we would expect gradually greater numbers of employers paying the levy
over time.

32

Table 4.6 of Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and Fiscal Outlook: November 2016,
http://budgetresponsibility.org.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-november-2016/.

33

Department for Education, Apprenticeship Funding in England from May 2017, October 2016,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-funding-from-may-2017.

34

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-funding-bands.

35

If an apprentice needs training in Level 2 English and/or maths, the government will pay £471 per
qualification, in addition to the other training costs associated with the apprenticeship. These payments will
not reduce the amount in an employer’s digital account.

36

It will also pay the grant for apprentices aged 19–24 if they have previously been in care.
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This system renders the degree of hypothecation between apprenticeship levy payments
and public subsidy towards apprenticeships relatively weak. Employers who do not pay
the levy at all will still be eligible for a subsidy of 90% of the upper funding limit, while
employers who do pay the levy will be subsidised either 100% or 90%, with the levy
amount only providing the threshold for the slight drop in subsidy rate. As a result, the
upper limits set by the Skills Funding Agency are of far greater importance for
determining likely public subsidies for apprenticeships than the amounts raised by the
levy.
Although the apprenticeship levy applies across the UK, the new system of apprenticeship
funding is being introduced only in England. The amounts that the three devolved
administrations will each receive from the apprenticeship levy have been set for the next
three years by applying population shares to the OBR’s March 2016 forecast of the
amount raised by the apprenticeship levy (and these amounts are fixed irrespective of any
difference between the levy forecast and actual levy revenues).37 However, since skills
policy is devolved, this funding is not ring-fenced for apprenticeships and the devolved
administrations will simply receive this funding as part of their block grant.
None of the devolved administrations has plans to introduce a voucher system like the
digital account system that will be instituted in England. The Scottish Government is the
only one of the three that has proposed any changes to apprenticeship policy to
accompany the introduction of the levy, and these changes are small. The most significant
is that public sector employers in Scotland will become eligible for apprenticeship funding
in the same way as private sector employers.38

Regulatory framework
Given the near-zero marginal cost to employers of providing off-the-job training for
apprentices under the new funding system, regulation of the quality of this training is
particularly important. The government has therefore set out a whole new regulatory
system to be overseen by the Skills Funding Agency and the newly-created Institute for
Apprenticeships. The pathway of a new apprenticeship through the new regulatory
framework, from development to end assessment, is as follows:
1. Any group of 10 or more employers can work to develop an apprenticeship
‘standard’ – the set of skills an apprentice is expected to possess by the end. They
must also develop an accompanying plan for an end-point assessment of these
skills.
2. The Institute for Apprenticeships (IfA) will have responsibility for either approving
or rejecting this new standard and the accompanying end-point assessment plan.39
37

Announced by HM Treasury on 14 November 2016 (https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-governmentagrees-apprenticeship-levy-funding-deal-with-devolved-administrations).

38

Announced by the Scottish Government on 15 December 2016 (https://consult.scotland.gov.uk/employabilityand-training/apprenticeship-levy/results/scottish-government-response-to-the-uk-governmentapprenticeship-levy----.pdf).

39

Each new standard will be peer reviewed by a small number of experts. The IfA will itself have responsibility
for setting the criteria by which it takes this decision. Further details on these criteria and on the Institute for
Apprenticeships can be found at https://consult.education.gov.uk/apprenticeships/government-s-draftstrategic-guidance-to-theinsti/supporting_documents/Governments%20Draft%20Strategic%20Guidance%20to%20the%20Institute%20f
or%20Apprenticeships%20%20201718.pdf.
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It will also be responsible for ensuring all end-point assessments are quality
assured.
3. Once the standard and the assessment plan have been approved, the Skills
Funding Agency (SFA) will confirm the funding band for the standard. 40
4. Employers will then be able to start taking on apprentices on this standard.
5. In order to be eligible for the subsidy, they will need to choose a provider from the
Register of Apprenticeship Training Providers (RoATP), which will be maintained by
the SFA using the following criteria:
y As before, training providers will have to submit to future inspections by the
Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted). Any
receiving a Grade 4 (inadequate) will be removed from the Register (which
must be re-applied to annually). They will also have to provide additional
evidence of financial fitness, capability and quality.
y Employers can apply to join the Register as training providers and thus use
government subsidy to pay themselves for providing training.
6. Employers will negotiate the price of training directly with training providers.41
7. Employers will choose an end-point assessor from the Register of Apprenticeship
Assessment Organisations, the responsibility of the SFA. Employers cannot assess
their own apprenticeships.
This new system creates a number of checks designed to ensure the quality of
apprenticeships in the new system. The IfA is effectively responsible for the curriculum
and assessment of apprenticeships, the SFA decides on the funding band and the
registers of providers/assessors, and Ofsted will continue its role in assessing the quality
of providers to help the SFA. However, it is far from clear whether this will be enough to
ensure quality in the context of the intended rapid expansion of apprenticeships.
Although the IfA will use peer review by a small panel of experts to assess proposals for
new standards, it is easy to see how it will be under considerable pressure to expand
quickly the number of standards available, especially given that the government plans for
all apprenticeship starts to be on standards by the end of the current parliament, ‘with as
much of this [migration] to take place by 2017/18 as possible’. 42
The government has said that register reforms introduce ‘higher quality requirements for
providers’.43 However, although all training providers will continue to be subject to Ofsted
40

The SFA has published its methodology for allocating standards to funding bands, and the IfA will advise on
any future changes to this. The methodology can be found in annex 1 of Department for Education,
Apprenticeship Funding in England from May 2017, October 2016,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeship-funding-from-may-2017.

41

Where they are themselves registered as training providers, they will have to submit evidence of the actual
cost of the training they are providing, and that will be the amount subsidised (to the extent it is below the
relevant band maximum).

42

Paragraph 5.9 of HM Government, English Apprenticeships: Our 2020 Vision, December 2015,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/482754/BIS-15-604-englishapprenticeships-our-2020-vision.pdf.

43

Skills Funding Agency, ‘Supporting quality and employer choice through a new Register of Apprenticeship
Training Providers’,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/562465/Provider_register_p
olicy_doc.pdf.
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inspections, it is difficult to see how this regulation is significantly more stringent than
before. Nevertheless, removing training providers who receive a Grade 4 (inadequate)
from the Register is important, particularly in light of the possibility for employers to
become training providers. The numbers of training providers involved may present a
barrier to how frequent and effective Ofsted inspections will be – there are currently 3,878
approved training organisations on the Register of Training Organisations. 44 Not
necessarily all of these will apply to the RoATP, but this is indicative of the scale of the task.

Apprenticeship targets for public sector bodies
In addition to the new system, the government has set an apprenticeship target for every
public sector body with at least 250 employees in England (in the Enterprise Act 2016). This
target requires that the number of apprenticeship starts each year in these organisations
be equal to 2.3% of their total headcount in England. The target has been calculated by
planning for the public sector to deliver a share of the 3 million apprenticeship starts
proportionate to the current share of public workers in the total workforce in England
(16.2%) and is equivalent to 97,000 public sector starts annually. 45 Employers that do not
meet the target must set out why it has not been met and how the employer proposes to
meet it in the future, although no provision has been made for action to be taken if an
employer continually fails to meet its target. Nevertheless, the public sector is essentially
obligated to employ a large number of apprentices.
This will cover a very large proportion of the public sector in England. The government has
published a list of 1,010 public sector employers in England that it considers, as of
December 2015, are in scope for this target.46 The list includes essentially all NHS trusts,
central government departments, police forces, fire and rescue services, armed forces and
almost all local government employers (district and county councils and unitary
authorities) in England. It also includes a large number of non-departmental public bodies
(including institutions as varied as the Environment Agency and the British Museum), and
academy trusts which run schools.
This one-size-fits-all approach to all large public sector employers in England is clearly not
a sensible way to encourage more apprenticeships or to help deliver efficient public
services. We discuss the implications of these targets in more detail in the next section.

Summary
The new apprenticeship levy and more generous set of subsidies for apprenticeships in
England are aimed at increasing the number of apprenticeships and meeting a
Conservative commitment at the last general election to deliver 3 million new
apprenticeship starts between 2015 and 2020. In addition, the government has laid out a
new regulatory framework to ensure the quality of new apprenticeships and set targets
for public sector employers to help achieve the 3 million commitment.

44

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/register-of-training-organisations.

45

BIS and Department for Education, Apprenticeship Targets for Public Sector Bodies: Consultation, January 2016,
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/public-sector-apprenticeship-targets.

46

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/494498/public-sectorapprenticeship-targets-list-of-bodies.xlsx.
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8.4

Likely effects of the new system of apprenticeship funding

Having set out the key changes to the apprenticeship system in the previous section, we
now analyse the potential effects and the merits of the changes in England. We first
analyse the potential impact of the apprenticeship levy itself. Second, we analyse the
incentives produced by, and the potential effects of, the expanded subsidies for
apprenticeship training. Finally, we discuss the appropriateness of the targets for hiring
apprentices for public sector employers.

Effects of introducing an apprenticeship levy
The apprenticeship levy, set at 0.5% of an employer’s annual paybill above £3 million, is a
tax paid by employers on the earnings they pay their employees and is forecast by the
OBR to raise £2.6 billion in 2017–18. However, standard economic theory suggests that
whoever is legally obliged to pay the tax (on whom the ‘statutory’ burden falls) does not
necessarily face the economic burden of the tax.47 Therefore, the effects of this tax may
not simply be to reduce firms’ profits. At least in the long run, we would expect the burden
of the tax – at least partially – to fall on employees, because the imposition of the tax
lowers employers’ demand for workers and therefore wages fall. Indeed, upon the
announcement of the introduction of the apprenticeship levy, the OBR assumed that the
‘majority of the incidence ... [would] fall on wages ... [implying] a cumulative reduction in
average earnings of around 0.3 per cent by 2020–21’.48 In addition, the apprenticeship levy
increases the difference in the cost to the employer of providing remuneration in the form
of wages or salaries, compared with employer pension contributions (which are exempt
from employer NICs and the apprenticeship levy). This could lead to employers decreasing
employees’ wages and increasing employer pension contributions in exchange, as it is
increasingly tax efficient to do so.
By increasing the cost of employing a worker, at the margin, the apprenticeship levy also
disincentivises employing an additional worker, which could lead to reduced employment
(hence the term ‘jobs tax’ used by the Conservative party to describe an economically
similar proposed increase in employer NICs in the run-up to the 2010 general election).49
To the extent that the immediate burden falls on firms by reducing their profits, the
apprenticeship levy may also lead to reduced investment in either physical capital or the
human capital of their workers (particularly if the funding for these investments is from
retained profits in the organisation), which would again be likely to lead to lower wages –
and possibly employment – in the long run.
What about the magnitude of these effects? In the 2015 Autumn Statement, the
government stated that, based on HMRC analysis, ‘less than 2% of employers will pay [the
apprenticeship levy]’.50 This makes the levy sound relatively insignificant, but of course
these 2% of employers are by definition the largest employers: the 2% includes Tesco and

47

See, for example, chapter 19 of J. Gruber, Public Finance and Public Policy, 5th edition, Macmillan, London, 2016.

48

Page 47 of Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and Fiscal Outlook: November 2015,
http://budgetresponsibility.org.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-november-2015/.

49

Because it is only levied on employees’ payroll and not on payments to self-employed individuals, this also
slightly increases the incentive for firms to contract work out to small employers and self-employed
individuals, rather than employ workers directly. For more discussion of these incentives, see Chapter 7.

50

Page 45 of HM Treasury, Spending Review and Autumn Statement 2015,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spending-review-and-autumn-statement-2015-documents.
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Table 8.1. Percentage of employees working for employers of different sizes, 2015
<50
employees

50–249
employees

250+
employees

% of employees
with given
characteristic

Private

29.3

16.6

54.1

76.8

Public

1.1

6.7

92.2

23.2

16–24

28.9

13.7

57.4

10.5

25–39

21.8

14.9

63.3

36.7

40–54

20.8

13.9

65.3

36.3

55+

25.2

14.3

60.6

16.5

Female

21.4

13.0

65.7

49.9

Male

24.1

15.6

60.3

50.2

31.4

14.5

54.1

25.0

wage quartile

25.6

14.6

59.8

25.0

3 wage quartile

20.3

13.8

65.9

25.0

Top wage quartile

13.5

14.4

72.1

25.0

All

22.7

14.3

63.0

100.0

Sector

Age

Sex

Wage level
Lowest wage quartile
2

nd
rd

Source: Authors’ calculations using the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2015. Wage quartiles are calculated
using hourly wages including overtime.

the 98% includes small plumbing businesses with a few employees. To get a sense of the
scale of the economic effects, we need to account for this.
Unfortunately, it is difficult for analysts outside of government to exactly calculate what
fraction of employees work for employers who will pay the apprenticeship levy. Instead,
the analysis in Table 8.1 uses the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings to describe the
characteristics of people who are likely to work for employers who are affected by the
apprenticeship levy. Although we cannot perfectly observe those individuals who work for
affected employers, we have split the data into three groups based on employer size to
generate a realistic proxy for whether their employers are affected: fewer than 50
employees (unlikely to pay the levy), 50–249 employees (might pay the levy) and at least
250 employees (very likely to pay the levy).51

51

Almost all employees working for employers with 250 or more employees will be affected by the
apprenticeship levy, as, in order for the employer to not pay the levy, the employees would have a mean
salary of less than £12,000 per year. In contrast, employers with fewer than 50 employees are almost certainly
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Table 8.1 shows that, overall, 63% of employees work for large employers with 250 or
more employees who are very likely to be subject to the apprenticeship levy, while only
23% of employees work for small employers who are unlikely to be affected. There is great
heterogeneity by different types of workers. Over 90% of public sector workers work for
large employers, compared with 54% of private sector employees. A slightly higher
proportion of female employees work for large organisations than do men, although this
likely reflects the fact that women are more likely to work in the public sector. Moreover,
although 72% of employees in the highest quartile (25%) of hourly wages work for large
organisations, even for the lowest quarter of wage-earners the proportion is 54%. If the
OBR is correct that the apprenticeship levy will reduce earnings growth, this shows that it
is likely to affect a large number of relatively low-paid workers, as well as higher-paid
workers. Unsurprisingly, it also affects workers of all ages, although slightly more likely to
affect middle-aged workers than younger or older workers.
Table 8A.1 in the appendix shows how the apprenticeship levy will affect different
industries because of differences in the size of employers in each industry. Apart from the
chiefly public sector industries (education, health, and public administration & defence)
the most affected industries are electricity, gas & waste (81% of employees work for large
employers) and finance & insurance (79%). In comparison, only 30% of employees in
construction and 27% in agriculture & mining work for large employers. The two largest
private sector industries (retail & wholesale and manufacturing) have 63% and 50% of
employees working for large organisations respectively.
This analysis shows that the majority of employees work for employers who will have to
pay the apprenticeship levy. It will particularly affect the public sector, because most
people working for the public sector work for large organisations. But it will also affect the
employers of more than half of employees with relatively low wages and the employers of
almost 60% of 16- to 24-year-olds.
The fact that the apprenticeship levy affects large employers and does not affect small
employers means its introduction provides an incentive for organisations to split such that
they do not have to pay the apprenticeship levy (or pay less in total). The ‘employment
allowance’ introduced in 2014, which reduces employers’ employer NICs bill by £3,000 per
employer, also incentivises firms to split.52 Note also that, because the main rate of
corporation tax has been reduced, from 28% in 2010–11 to 20% since 2015–16, the tax
regime is being made more favourable, in relative terms, to firms with large profits but
low paybills (and vice versa).

Effect of the new system for funding apprenticeship training
As was set out in Section 8.3, the system for subsidising the training costs of apprentices
in England is changing in 2017–18. As a result, the Department for Education’s budget on

unaffected by the levy, as, to be affected, the employees would need a mean salary of over £60,000 per year,
which is also unlikely in many firms. The middle group (those working for employers with 50–249 employees)
are potentially affected, but it is less certain.
52
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In November 2016, the Guardian newspaper published its findings that temporary recruitment agencies were
transferring workers’ contracts from one to many different small companies to take advantage of this. The
government announced measures in the 2016 Autumn Statement (page 41) to try to restrict this form of tax
avoidance. See https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/nov/15/revealed-temp-agencies-avoidancescheme-costs-taxpayers-hundreds-of-millions.
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English apprenticeships is increasing by only £640 million in cash terms between 2016–17
and 2019–20. However, this increase is equivalent to just 23% of the revenue that it is
expecting to raise from the apprenticeship levy in 2019–20.53
In this subsection, we analyse the incentives provided by the new system of subsidies that
is being introduced. Given that employers have no choice over the amount of levy they
pay (conditional on paybill), the incentives provided by the system can be analysed
independently of how it is funded. We examine the potential effects of the new system on
incentives for employers to provide training, on the prices of apprenticeship training and
on skills and productivity.

Effect on incentives for employers to provide training
A key effect of increasing subsidies for the training of apprentices is that they reduce the
marginal cost of providing off-the-job training as part of an apprenticeship, and thus
make employing apprentices a more attractive proposition for employers. This effect will
be particularly pronounced for employers and industries that already have established
apprenticeship schemes, as they will not have to pay fixed start-up costs of organising
apprenticeship training.
However, the changes in incentives to train more apprentices are not uniform. Under the
current funding system, broadly speaking, 100% of training costs are subsidised for
apprentices aged 16–18 and this will, for the most part, remain unchanged.54 Thus we
might not expect to see a significant increase in apprenticeship starts among this age
group. However, the subsidies for those aged 19 and over will change quite drastically,
rising from paying 40–50% of training costs to 90% or 100%. Thus the incentives for
employers to hire apprentices aged 19 and over will increase quite substantially and we
would expect to see more apprenticeship starts among this age group. It should be noted
that this increased subsidy applies not only to those under 25 but also to those who are
significantly older.
To the extent that employers do not increase the number of apprentices they employ, the
increased subsidy represents simply a transfer to employers employing apprentices.55 This
is known as ‘deadweight’ and is something to be concerned about, since previous
subsidies for employer-provided training in the UK – for example, Employer Training Pilots
(forerunner to Train to Gain) – have been shown to be ineffective at increasing take-up of
training.56
53

Department for Education, ‘Information on apprenticeship levy: data broken down by size and sector and the
total apprenticeship budget’, August 2016,
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/545145/Apprenticeships_expected_levy_and_total_spend_-_Aug_2016.pdf; table 4.6 of Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and
Fiscal Outlook: November 2016, http://budgetresponsibility.org.uk/efo/economic-and-fiscal-outlook-november2016/.
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The two exceptions to this are that for employers with more than 50 employees who do not pay the
apprenticeship levy (i.e. with a paybill below £3 million) and for employers who pay the apprenticeship levy
but have already used all the funds in their digital account, the training subsidy will be 90%.

55

Assessing the combined effect of the increased subsidy rates and the introduction of the apprenticeship levy,
employers with a relatively low paybill, but who hire large numbers of apprentices, are likely to see a net
transfer from the government, while employers with a large paybill and few apprentices will make a net
transfer to the exchequer.

56

L. Abramovsky, E. Battistin, E. Fitzsimons, A. Goodman and H. Simpson, ‘Providing employers with incentives
to train low-skilled workers: evidence from the UK Employer Training Pilots’, Journal of Labor Economics, 2011,
29, 153–93.
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However, it is likely that some of the increase in apprenticeship starts will not represent an
increase in the training workers are receiving but instead a substitution of apprenticeship
training for other types of training. There are three main ways that this might happen.
First, we may see some relabelling by employers of training schemes that already exist.
Employers may decide to relabel existing training schemes that include off-the-job
training as apprenticeships in order to benefit from the increased subsidies. There are
some regulatory restrictions in place to limit this, but in practice if an employer is already
providing off-the-job training similar to that specified by the requirements of an
apprenticeship, then the costs associated with this relabelling are unlikely to be onerous.
Relabelling is further facilitated by the provision for employers to become approved
apprenticeship training providers. Previous research57 suggests that there could be a
significant amount of relabelling, which will result in government funds being used to
subsidise some training that would have been provided anyway.
Second, the increased generosity of government subsidisation of off-the-job
apprenticeship training will also prompt some employers to change how they train their
workers – in particular, moving from unsubsidised on-the-job training to heavilysubsidised off-the-job training offered by apprenticeships. This could be damaging if there
may be some practical skills that are best learned on the job but, because off-the-job
training is so heavily subsidised, employers may choose to switch away from this on-thejob training.
Third, we may see some individuals switching from academic education to pursuing an
apprenticeship. Greater government subsidies for training will allow employers to offer
higher apprenticeship wages, and this may attract some individuals who would previously
have opted for an academic route. Whether or not this should be seen as a positive
change depends on whether the current balance between the number of apprenticeships
being started and the numbers going into academic education is seen as the right one.

Effect on the price of apprenticeship training
The new apprenticeship funding system will also have an effect on how apprenticeship
training is priced. Due to the near complete subsidisation of training costs below the
maximum of each band, there will be little scope for providers to compete on price – the
price of training has little effect on the cost to the employer. Thus there will be little
incentive for providers to price below a given band’s maximum. On the other hand,
employers will have to pay the full amount of costs above the band’s maximum, so if
providers can profitably operate at the band maximum it is likely that price competition
will prevent them from charging much above that threshold. Thus we would expect to see
a strong tendency for providers to price training courses at or close to the level of the
relevant band maximum. This could be reinforced by the fear of training providers that
pricing below the maximum would signal that a course is of lower quality. One related
side effect of this likely bunching of providers at the band maxima is that it will make it
difficult for employers to use price signals as a guide to quality.
There is one further dimension to pricing issues resulting from the new funding system.
As employers will themselves be able to become approved training providers and thus
57
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E. Leuven and H. Oosterbeek, ‘Evaluating the effect of tax deductions on training’, Journal of Labor Economics,
2004, 22, 461–88.
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receive the government training subsidy, they will have little incentive to reduce the
quoted ‘price’ for the training they provide. Whilst the regulation requires employerproviders to report to the Skills Funding Agency the full cost of training and assessment,
including evidence on how costs are calculated, there is no (or very little) incentive for
employer-providers to keep these costs below the relevant band maximum.

Effect on skills and productivity of the workforce
Ultimately, the increased subsidies should lead to higher numbers of apprenticeships, and
probably higher levels of workforce training. If the training is of high quality, this should
lead to increases in workers’ skills and productivity. More productive workers should be
able to command higher wages, leading to higher earnings and incomes for these
workers. To the extent that employers may be able to capture some of the gains in their
workers’ productivity, it could potentially lead to higher profits for firms, at least in the
short run.
There are two key questions to understanding the effectiveness of the increased
subsidies: ‘What would individuals have done instead?’ and ‘What is the quality of the new
training?’. Considering alternative options, if apprentices would have otherwise
undertaken another similar training programme that the employer organised, the benefit
of instead doing an apprenticeship may be very small or non-existent. If instead they
would have done existing vocational qualifications in further education or sixth form
colleges (e.g. Level 2 BTEC or NVQ qualifications – equivalent to GCSEs) – which have been
found to have very low returns58 – or undertaken no other training or education at all, then
the gains from taking an apprenticeship may be high.
The second fundamental question is how and whether the government will ensure that
the new apprenticeships and associated training courses are of sufficiently high quality
that they are a useful investment. As argued in Section 8.3, the new regulatory regime has
a lot of sensible features. However, expanding the number of apprenticeships at a rapid
pace and into industries where they have rarely been used in the past is likely to pose
significant challenges. The 3 million target is likely to create significant pressure on the
new Institute for Apprenticeships to approve as many new standards as quickly as
possible and the inspection of training providers is likely to represent a significant
expansion in Ofsted’s responsibilities with regards to training providers.

Targets for apprentices employed by public sector employers
While the government will be incentivising private sector employers to employ
apprentices by heavily subsidising their training costs, in the public sector there will be
centrally-set targets for every public sector employer with at least 250 employees in
England. There are a number of reasons to question the wisdom of these targets.
First, it is unclear that apprenticeships are the right option for increasing skills in the
public sector. Apprenticeships are, in general, undertaken by individuals who have not
already completed post-secondary education. In 2015–16, according to the Labour Force
Survey, only 11% of apprentices had previously completed a degree or other higher
education qualification. However, the public sector workforce is dominated by highlyeducated employees: 63% of public sector workers had completed post-secondary
education in 2015–16, compared with 38% in the private sector. The government set the
58

See references in footnote 19.
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public sector apprentice targets on the basis that 16.2% of workers are in the public sector
– but only 10.4% of workers without post-secondary education are in that sector. If the
government wanted to focus apprenticeship provision entirely on the group who have not
completed higher education, then the target for the public sector apprentices would be
lowered to 62,000 apprenticeship starts per year rather than 97,000.
As it stands, the current target implies a huge increase in the number of apprentices in the
public sector. According to the LFS, only 0.6% of public sector workers report being an
apprentice, implying that the public sector is being asked to approximately quadruple the
number of apprentices it is employing. The scale of the target is also large when
compared with the number of new hires by public sector employers each year. Only 11.7%
of the public sector workforce has worked for the employer for less than a year. The target
of apprenticeship starts equalling 2.3% of the workforce each year would, if these were to
come entirely from new employees, imply that one-in-five new hires in the public sector
must be an apprentice. If only newly-hired non-graduates were to start apprenticeships,
then 62% of new non-graduate public sector employees would need to start one in order
to meet the 2.3% target. In the short term, one alternative for public sector employers
trying to meet this target would be for them to place existing employees on
apprenticeship programmes. This would mean that fewer new hires would need to be
apprentices to make the target. However, it is even less clear that apprenticeships are
appropriate for experienced workers in the public sector.
In addition, so far we have discussed the public sector as though it were a single entity. In
fact, public sector employers are varied in their size, the turnover of their staff and their
ability to employ apprentices in a way that is useful to employer and individual. The great
variation across public sector employers means that while some may not find it hard to
employ enough apprentices to comply with the target, others will find it very hard indeed.
Parts of the public sector that might particularly struggle are the ones that currently hire
many staff who have already trained professionally (such as schools), whereas large
organisations with lower-skilled intakes may find it easier (such as parts of public
administration).
Given the scale of the target, meeting it will probably necessitate a large restructuring of
employment for some public sector organisations. There is already emerging evidence of
this occurring. The College of Policing has announced that, beyond 2020, entry to the
police force will now be either through a ‘police constable apprenticeship’, a policing
degree or a policing programme for graduates.59 The Armed Forces have had an
apprenticeship standard approved for the training of service personnel. 60 If public sector
employers do indeed have to substantially reorganise the employment routes or training
of their employees in response to the obligation, there are a number of significant
negative implications of doing so. There will be significant administrative costs of
restructuring training. In addition, many more individuals will have to undertake off-thejob training, which may or may not be less productive in developing their skills than the
time they could have used learning on the job.

59

http://www.college.police.uk/News/College-news/Pages/PEQF_media_launch_blog.aspx.

60

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/487589/HM_ARMED_FORCES
_-_HM_Forces_Serviceperson__Public_Services_.pdf.
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The target is not being implemented in order to improve the efficiency of the public sector
or the quality of public services or even because it has been determined that this is the
best way for public sector workers to develop their professional skills. Instead, the
government is imposing a burdensome obligation on public sector employers with little or
no justification for how this will benefit public services or the public sector workforce.
Therefore, this policy risks creating a lot of pointless, and costly, relabelling of existing
activities or – even worse – shifting structures towards less efficient ways of working.

8.5

Conclusion

Training matters. In some important respects, the UK workforce has lower levels of skills
than is the case in a number of comparable countries. Encouraging widespread, highquality apprenticeships is likely to form an important element of any training policy. The
question this chapter has sought to answer is whether the new apprenticeship levy, the
new system of subsidies for apprentices’ training and the government’s targets are the
best way of achieving the desired outcome.
The levy itself will raise far more money than the additional resource planned to go into
apprenticeship training. Most of the expected £2.8 billion revenue (in 2019–20) is not
being used to increase spending on apprenticeships. As a payroll tax, it is likely to feed
through into lower earnings.
The structure of the system creates some concerns. In particular, the fact that
apprenticeship training will be free, or close to free, for employers creates risks for public
money. There will be little or no incentive to keep costs below the maxima of centrallyimposed caps. There will be clear incentives to relabel training that is already happening
as apprenticeship training. The government has created a substantial new regulatory
regime to try to manage these risks, but the incentives are a fundamental part of the
system.
Additional concerns are created by a focus on achieving an arbitrary, and supposedly
legally binding, target of achieving 3 million new apprenticeship starts from 2015 to 2020.
Combining these targets with the system’s incentives exacerbates the risks described
above. The additional blanket target for all public sector employers with at least 250 staff
in England to have 2.3% of their employees as apprentices makes little sense. It risks all
sorts of inefficient behaviour.
Finally, it is frustrating that the strong arguments for increasing the number and quality of
apprenticeships risk being undermined by the government’s cavalier use of evidence in
support of the policy. It is not the case that provision of training at work has collapsed in
recent years, as implied by some government documents. It is also not the case that each
£1 of government spending in this area will produce £26 of economic return as is claimed
off the back of some flawed analysis. The case for intervention is strong enough without
overstating it in this way.
We need to move away from arbitrary targets and across-the-board 100% funding to a
more gradual expansion, a stronger focus on quality, and a policy designed to maximise
impact rather than numbers.
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Appendix
Figure 8A.1. Percentage of employees undertaking job-related training or education,
by age, 1995–96 to 2015–16

Percentage of employees
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Source: Authors’ calculations using Quarterly LFS, 1995 to 2015.
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Table 8A.1. Percentage of employees working for employers of different sizes, by
industry, 2015
Industry

Percentage of employees working
with employer of each size

% of
employees
in each
industry

<50
employees

50–249
employees

250+
employees

Agriculture & mining

55.0

18.1

27.0

0.7

Manufacturing

24.4

25.5

50.2

9.7

Electricity, gas & waste

10.4

8.6

81.1

1.2

Construction

52.6

17.2

30.2

3.6

Retail & wholesale

25.3

11.3

63.4

15.4

Transport & storage

15.8

11.0

73.3

4.3

Accommodation & food services

38.1

14.5

47.4

5.3

Information & communications

28.7

15.3

56.0

3.8

Finance & insurance

11.6

9.3

79.1

3.5

Real estate

33.8

17.1

49.1

1.4

Professional, scientific & technical

40.6

21.2

38.3

6.4

Administrative & support

22.2

15.5

62.4

7.0

Public administration & defence

1.6

1.6

96.9

4.5

Education

5.0

14.9

80.1

14.4

Health

17.7

11.0

71.3

15.0

Other

47.2

14.7

38.1

4.0

Source: Authors’ calculations using the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings 2015.
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9. ICAEW: debt
Ross Campbell (ICAEW) and Martin Wheatcroft (on behalf of ICAEW)
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The government
continues to rely on
external finance to
provide the funds it
needs to pay for
spending, for
investment, and to
repay existing debts as
they fall due.

The government needs to raise £646 billion from
external investors over the next five years. This is
£11 billion more than the amount it raised over the last
five years, with greater refinancing, higher government
lending and lower asset sales more than offsetting a
£293 billion reduction in fiscal deficits.

The government
should update its
treasury management
objectives and strategy
to ensure they are fit
for purpose.

The government’s most recently published treasury
strategy is embodied in a 1995 treasury management
review that predates Bank of England independence, the
global financial crisis, quantitative easing and the UK’s
decision to leave the EU.

By purchasing gilts,
the Bank of England
has significantly
altered the risk profile
of the government’s
debt portfolio.

Gilt maturities have increased to an average of more
than 18 years, much greater than for other countries.
This should reduce exposure to changes in short-term
interest rates, but the Bank of England’s gilt holdings
have the effect of swapping a significant proportion of
this exposure back again.

Higher inflation and
interest rates could
significantly increase
interest charges,
potentially putting
back the government’s
objective of
eliminating the fiscal
deficit.

Higher inflation, and potentially higher interest rates too,
would have a significant impact on interest charges. A 1
percentage point increase in inflation and a 1 percentage
point increase in short-term interest rates would
increase interest charges by around £10 billion a year.
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Scenario planning,
including ‘countrylevel stress tests’,
should be undertaken
to assess the resilience
of the UK to potential
adverse developments
in credit markets and
to develop contingency
plans accordingly.

9.1

Market sentiment in UK sovereign debt remains strong
and the risk of investors withdrawing from credit
markets appears to be very low. However, the high level
of fundraising planned by the exchequer over the next
five years means the UK is more exposed to adverse
credit market events were they to occur.

Introduction

The UK government relies on external investors to provide it with the funding it needs.
Cash to pay for spending not covered by taxes or other income, cash to invest in
infrastructure and other assets, cash to lend to students and business, and cash to settle
previously-incurred liabilities, including repaying existing debts as they fall due.
Over the last five years, the government has raised £635 billion from external investors,
substantially greater than the levels of funding required prior to the financial crisis.
Despite reduced fiscal deficits, it needs to raise even more over the next five years.
The job of issuing new debt falls to the Debt Management Office (DMO), the executive
agency responsible for central government debt and cash management. It operates
within an annual remit from HM Treasury, in line with a strategy established by a review
into treasury management conducted in 1995. The remit sets out total gilt sales planned
and the split between index-linked and conventional gilts and between short-, mediumand long-dated gilts.
The funds raised come at a price – investors require a return on the funds they provide
and the cost of servicing debt is estimated to amount to £40 billion for 2016–17.
Fortunately, low interest rates and low inflation have kept the government’s debt interest
bill down at the same time as the total amount of debt has increased significantly.
The DMO seeks to balance the risks associated with debt with its overall objective of
minimising its overall cost. However, the Bank of England’s purchases of gilts have altered
that risk profile, significantly increasing the government’s exposure to changes in shortterm interest rates.
Section 9.2 provides an analysis of the government’s current external debt position and
how this has increased over recent years. It also looks at the cost of financing that debt
and how that has changed over time.
This is followed by Section 9.3, which analyses the DMO’s plan to raise fresh funds over
the next five years and how that is driven by a need to refinance existing debts. It also
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explains how gilt auctions are conducted and how debt is expected to start to fall in
comparison with the size of the economy.
Section 9.4 looks at risks, including exposures to changes in inflation and interest rates. It
considers external perception of the risks associated with investing in UK government
debt, as well as discussing the need for a robust treasury management strategy in the
light of global uncertainties.
Section 9.5 concludes.

9.2

Debt

Public sector net debt excluding banks (PSNDex) is the government’s preferred measure
of indebtedness. It is used throughout this chapter in analysing the government’s debt
position, even though it nets off some, but not all, financial assets against most, but not
all, financial liabilities.1
By definition, PSNDex does not incorporate the financial liabilities or assets of the Royal
Bank of Scotland. It also excludes other liabilities as discussed in Chapter 4.
Financial liabilities have increased significantly over the last decade as government
spending has exceeded its income each year since the financial crisis. Figure 9.1 illustrates
how net debt has increased from £524 billion a decade ago to an expected £1,725 billion at
31 March 2017.
Figure 9.1. Public sector net debt excluding banks, March 2007 to March 2017
2,000
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£ billion
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1,000
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Note: Public sector net debt excluding banks. 2017 based on forecasts in the 2016 Autumn Statement.
Source: Office for National Statistics, Debt Management Office, Bank of England, Office for Budget Responsibility.

1

272

The government has recently started to report a new measure in the National Accounts – ‘public sector net
financial liabilities’. This captures more liabilities than are included in public sector net debt, but then nets off
a wider range of assets. At 31 December 2016, public sector net financial liabilities were estimated to be
£1,520 billion compared with public sector net debt excluding banks of £1,698 billion at the same date.
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Table 9.1. Public sector net debt at 31 December 2016
£ billion
Government securities

1,038

Bank of England

502

National Savings & Investments

141

Loans and other debt

92

External debt
Less: cash and other liquid financial
assets
Public sector net debt (PSNDex)

1,773
(75)

1,698

Note: Government securities are shown net of both central government
and Bank of England gilt holdings.
Source: Office for National Statistics, ‘Public sector finances December
2016’; Debt Management Office, Bank of England.

Table 9.1 analyses public sector net debt excluding banks at 31 December 2016.

Government securities
The primary method of financing for the government is through the issue of interestpaying bonds. Known as ‘gilts’ or ‘Treasury bills’, depending on their length, they are
traded on the London Stock Exchange, with financial institutions and institutional
investors being the principal investors.
At 31 December 2016, there were £1,579 billion of government securities in issue, as
illustrated by Figure 9.2.
Figure 9.2. Government securities at 31 December 2016

Fixed-interest gilts £1,124bn
Index-linked gilts £388bn
Treasury bills £67bn

Note: Government bonds in issue, i.e. before eliminating central government and Bank of England holdings.
Source: Debt Management Office.
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Table 9.2. Government securities at 31 December 2016
Nominal value
by maturity date

Gilts
in issue
(£bn)

Central
government
(£bn)

Bank of
England
(£bn)

External
investors
(£bn)

Treasury bills

67

0

0

67

2016–17 last quarter

29

(5)

(11)

13

2017–18 to 2021–22

467

(36)

(142)

289

2022–23 to 2026–27

244

(11)

(49)

184

2027–28 to 2031–32

128

(16)

(107)

5

2032–33 to 2036–37

148

(17)

(24)

107

2037–38 to 2041–42

110

(9)

(26)

75

2042–43 to 2046–47

149

(12)

(27)

110

2047–48 to 2051–52

71

(3)

(16)

52

2052–53 to 2056–57

66

(7)

(10)

49

2057–58 onwards

100

(2)

(11)

87

1,579

(118)

(423)

1,038

Total

Note: Nominal amounts include inflation uplifts on index-linked gilts. Numbers in parentheses relate to crossholdings of government debt that are eliminated in arriving at the gilts owned by external investors.
Source: Debt Management Office and Bank of England.

Table 9.2 summarises the government securities in issue at 31 December 2016 by maturity
(redemption) date. They are reported at their nominal values, which are based on how
much will be repaid when they mature. In the case of index-linked gilts, this includes
inflation-linked uplifts accrued up until 31 December 2016.
These amounts differ from the amounts actually paid by investors to the government on
issue or the amounts for which they will change hands in the market subsequently.
At 31 December 2016, there were £118 billion of government bonds owned by central
government itself. These include gilts that have been issued by the DMO but have yet to
be sold to investors, as well as gilts used by the DMO for operational reasons – for
example, to support the Treasury in managing central government cash resources, or to
support the efficient operation of gilt markets by providing additional liquidity when
required.
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Box 9.1. Types of government securities
Conventional fixed-interest gilts are bonds issued for a variety of periods: short-term if
they are due to be repaid within seven years of the date of issue, medium-term between
seven and 15 years, and long-term if longer than 15 years. They pay interest (known as a
coupon) twice a year until they mature, when the principal amount is repaid.
An example of a long-term fixed-interest gilt is the 1.75% Treasury Gilt 2037 issued by the
DMO on 6 January 2017. Investors purchased these in units of £100, entitling them to
coupon payments of 87.5p twice a year over the next 20 years, followed by a final payment
of £100 in 2037.
These gilts were sold at an average price of £96.27, equivalent to an effective annual
interest rate of 1.97% on the funds raised.
Index-linked gilts are generally issued in medium- or long-term lengths and also pay a
fixed coupon twice a year between their issue and their maturity date. The principal payable
when they mature is not fixed and is instead linked to the change in the Retail Prices Index
(RPI) over that time.
An example of an index-linked gilt is the 0.125% Index-Linked Treasury Gilt 2046 first
issued by the DMO on 13 January 2016. Each £100 gilt pays a coupon of 6.25p twice a year
over its 30-year term, followed by a payment of principal equal to £100 uplifted by the
increase in the RPI between 2015 and 2045.
These gilts were first sold at an average price of £128.48, equivalent to a real interest rate of
–0.72%.
Treasury bills are usually issued for periods of one, three or six months. They do not pay
any coupons; investors in effect receive interest in the form of the difference between the
discounted price at which they are issued and the repayment on maturity.
An example is a six-month Treasury bill issued in January 2017 and due to mature on 17 July
2017. £100 Treasury bills were issued at an average discounted price of £99.91, providing a
yield to investors equivalent to an annual rate of interest of 0.18%.

Bank of England
The Bank of England also provides finance to the government, principally in the form of
deposits owed to banks and other financial institutions – in effect, electronic money. The
Bank of England pays base rate (currently 0.25%) on these deposits and so these balances
currently represent a relatively cheap form of financing.
At 31 December 2016, the net amount owed to external parties by the Bank of England
was £502 billion. This has increased significantly since the financial crisis as a consequence
of quantitative easing, as described in Box 9.2.
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Box 9.2. The Bank of England, quantitative easing and printing money
In January 2009, the Bank of England set up an asset purchase facility to buy high-quality
assets financed by the issuance of Treasury bills with the aim of improving liquidity in credit
markets. At the same time, the government also authorised the Bank of England’s
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) to support monetary policy by purchasing financial
assets in exchange for creating new deposits in the Bank of England.
The latter process is known as quantitative easing and has become a key part of the MPC’s
response to the financial crisis. Its aim is to increase private sector spending in the economy
and help return inflation to target.
Decisions about quantitative easing are made by the independent MPC. With continued low
inflation and weak economic growth, the MPC has on several occasions increased the target
for gilt purchases, with the latest being to reach £435 billion in gilt holdings by 31 March
2017.
The MPC has also extended quantitative easing beyond the purchase of gilts, with a
£10 billion corporate bond purchase scheme and a ‘Term Funding Scheme’ of up to
£100 billion, the aim of which is to encourage lending by providing low-cost finance for up
to four years to UK banks and building societies for onward lending to businesses.
The issue of new bank deposits by the Bank of England is sometimes described as ‘printing
money’, even though it still gives rise to financial liabilities on which the Bank of England
has to pay interest at the bank base rate, currently 0.25%.
By purchasing gilts in this way, the Bank of England has changed the external profile of the
government’s debt, reducing the amount owed to external investors in gilts in exchange for
a higher level of Bank of England deposits. As the overall interest rate payable on gilts is
higher than the current base rate, this has the effect of saving the government money on its
interest bill – in 2016–17, by approximately £13 billion. However, this has the consequence
of significantly increasing the government’s exposure to movements in short-term interest
rates, as discussed in Section 9.4.

At 31 December 2016, quantitative easing asset purchases amounted to £449 billion,
comprising £423 billion used to fund the purchase of gilts, £5 billion used to fund the
purchase of corporate bonds and £21 billion used to fund loans under the Term Funding
Scheme.

Other sources of finance
The government also raises funds from private investors in the UK through National
Savings & Investments, a state-run savings institution. At 31 December 2016, there was
£141 billion due to investors in the form of tax-free deposit accounts, savings certificates
and premium bonds.
These can be analysed as shown in Figure 9.3, which shows the position at 31 March 2016
when balances totalled £135 billion.
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Figure 9.3. National Savings & Investments at 31 March 2016

Premium bonds £62bn
Savings certificates £28bn
Income bonds £14bn
65+ growth bonds £10bn
Direct saver £7bn
Guaranteed bonds £6bn
Other £8bn

Source: National Savings & Investments, Product Accounts 2015–16.

Loans and other debt of £92 billion at 31 December 2016 comprise the external debts of
local authorities, public corporations and other public bodies. In total, these bodies had
debts amounting to £175 billion, but £83 billion of these were owed to central government
and so are eliminated in arriving at the total for external debt.
Local authorities owed £21 billion to external investors and £71 billion to central
government. The majority of central government lending to local government
(approximately £65 billion) is for loans provided by the Public Works Loan Board to
support infrastructure projects.
Public corporations, which include Network Rail and housing associations, had debts of
£83 billion at 31 December 2016, of which £12 billion was due to central government.
Amounts owed to external parties included corporate bonds as well as bank loans and
other forms of finance.

Investors
The primary investors in gilts are domestic institutional investors, as shown in Figure 9.4.
Overseas investors account for a little more than a third of the total.
Insurance companies and pension funds are major investors in government securities,
particularly in index-linked gilts. The benefit of owning index-linked gilts is the protection
they provide against inflation, which can be matched against liabilities that are also linked
to inflation, such as pension obligations.
There is high demand for index-linked gilts as, with the exception of index-linked
corporate bonds issued by price-regulated utilities, there are only a small number of
alternative investments available with similar characteristics. This high level of demand is
likely to continue for the near to medium term as defined benefit pension schemes in
particular continue to seek to hedge their exposures to inflation. However, changes in the
pension arrangements for younger generations mean that demand for index-linked gilts
in future decades may reduce.
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Figure 9.4. Gilt investor composition at 30 June 2016
Insurance companies and
pension funds 35%
Overseas investors 35%
Banks and other financial
institutions 13%
Central banks 11%
Private investors 6%

Source: Debt Management Office, Quarterly Report September 2016, adjusted to exclude Bank of England gilt
holdings.

Interest on debt
The rate of interest actually paid by the government depends on market rates at the date
bonds are issued, and also on the length of time for which money is borrowed. This is
because investors will generally want to be paid a higher rate of interest to tie up their
money for longer, while borrowers will be prepared to pay more to secure longer-term
funding.
Table 9.3 provides details of recent interest rates available to investors in government
securities or in Bank of England deposits.
It is important to understand that the effective interest rate actually paid by the
government reflects interest rates prevailing at the time government securities were
originally issued. For a Treasury bill that might be only a month or two ago, but for older
long-term gilts the interest rate being paid today would have been set more than a
decade ago.
Yields on index-linked gilts are currently negative in real terms, with one 30-year indexlinked gilt recently priced at the equivalent of a real interest rate of –1.5%.
Table 9.3. Market yields at 20 January 2017
Annualised
rate
(%)

Annualised
rate
(%)

1-month Treasury bills

0.14%

2-year fixed-interest gilts

0.18%

3-month Treasury bills

0.24%

5-year fixed-interest gilts

0.61%

6-month Treasury bills

0.28%

10-year fixed-interest gilts

1.41%

Base rate

0.25%

30-year fixed-interest gilts

2.05%

Source: Bloomberg.
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Figure 9.5. Bank base rates since 1975
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Source: Bank of England, ‘Statistical Interactive Database – official Bank Rate history’.

Figure 9.5 shows how interest rates were much higher in recent decades than they are
today. As a consequence, the effective interest rate on government debt is a mixture of
higher rates on gilts that were issued before 2009 and the much lower rates that have
been experienced since then.
During 2014–15, interest charges on financial liabilities reported in the Whole of
Government Accounts (WGA) amounted to £29 billion, equivalent to an effective annual
interest rate of approximately 1.7% when compared with average financial liabilities of
£1.7 trillion.
This is lower than the effective interest rates reported in the National Accounts, estimated
to be around 2.1% for the same period.
The difference is primarily because the National Accounts exclude premiums and
discounts paid or deducted by investors on the issue of gilts from the interest charges and
debt balances reported. By excluding these initial cash flows, the calculation of the overall
effective interest rate payable on gilts is distorted.
With continued low interest rates persisting into the current year, the average effective
interest rate should reduce further as existing debts are refinanced at those lower rates.
As a consequence, it is likely the effective interest rate on government debt for 2016–17
will be even lower than the 1.7% calculated on a WGA basis for 2014–15. This is in contrast
with Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) estimates of 2.1% in 2016–17 for the effective
interest rate on a National Accounts basis.2
Both the WGA and National Accounts calculations of interest reflect the saving arising
from gilts purchased by the Bank of England. This saving arises from the difference
between the interest that would have otherwise been paid to external investors and the
lower rate actually payable on the deposits at the Bank of England that have been used to
finance those purchases.
2

Source: Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and Fiscal Outlook Supplementary Tables, November 2016.
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In 2016–17, this is expected to result in a saving of around £13 billion in interest payments,
reducing interest as reported in the National Accounts from £53 billion before quantitative
easing to £40 billion after taking it into account.
The saving in interest costs that the temporary quantitative easing intervention provides
has been extremely helpful to the government in controlling public spending. However,
this benefit will continue only for as long as the MPC deems quantitative easing to still be
necessary, while in the meantime the size of the saving would be reduced significantly if
bank base rates were to increase.

Funding over the last five years
Over the last five years, the government has raised £635 billion in cash from external
investors to finance its operations, supplemented by £175 billion in new Bank of England
deposits.
Table 9.4. Funding required and cash raised over the last five years
2012–13
(£bn)

2013–14
(£bn)

2014–15
(£bn)

2015–16
(£bn)

2016–17
(£bn)

Total
(£bn)

(123)

(104)

(92)

(72)

(68)

(459)

(10)

(13)

(14)

(14)

(61)

(112)

(67)

(52)

(65)

(70)

(70)

(324)

14

26

11

26

2

79

21

(13)

16

(10)

(8)

6

Funding required

(165)

(156)

(144)

(140)

(205)

(810)

c

93

153

126

128

87

587

National Savings

0

3

18

11

9

41

Treasury bills

0

0

0

1

6

7

External investors

93

156

144

140

102

635

Bank of England
deposits

72

0

0

0

103

175

Cash raised

165

156

144

140

205

810

Fiscal deficit
Government lending
Debt repayments
Asset disposals
Timing and other

Gilt sales

b

a

a

Government lending in 2016–17 includes £10 billion in quantitative easing purchases of corporate bonds and
£33 billion in Term Funding Scheme loans.
b
‘Timing and other’ reflects differences between the ‘near cash’ fiscal deficit and actual cash movements, net
changes in local authorities’ and public corporations’ debts and foreign currency reserves, as well as premiums
and discounts on gilt issues.
c
Gilt sales are based on nominal values and are net of Bank of England purchases of gilts financed by new
deposits.
Source: Office for Budget Responsibility; Debt Management Office.
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This is set out in Table 9.4, which shows the principal drivers of the funding required and
the sources of cash raised.
The most significant driver of the funding requirement over the last five years was the
need to pay for spending in excess of income – the fiscal deficit.
Cash was also needed to fund government lending, comprising student loans as well as
loans to businesses and other organisations. This increased in 2016–17 as a consequence
of an additional £43 billion in lending to businesses by the Bank of England in the form of
£10 billion of corporate bond purchases and £33 billion in low-cost loans provided through
the Term Funding Scheme.
The second-largest funding requirement was to repay debts, but this was partially offset
by cash generated from asset disposals, principally the sale of shares and other assets of
financial institutions acquired at the time of the financial crisis.
The primary means of fundraising was through the sale of gilts to external investors by
the DMO, which issued £719 billion in new gilts over the five years shown in Table 9.4. This
was offset by £132 billion of gilts purchased by the Bank of England that were financed by
new bank deposits.

9.3

Funding over the next five years

Based on OBR forecasts published at the time of the 2016 Autumn Statement, the
government needs to raise £646 billion in funding over the next five years. This is
summarised in Table 9.5.
Fiscal deficits are expected to be lower than in the previous five years, but this is more
than offset by an increase in the amount of debt that needs to be refinanced and by an
expectation that there will be no further increase in the Bank of England’s gilt holdings.
It is likely that most of the £646 billion in funding required from external investors will be
raised through issuing gilts, with the balance coming from increased lending by National
Savings & Investments and through increases in the volume of Treasury bills in issue. This
is £11 billion higher than the amount raised from external investors (net of quantitative
easing) over the preceding five years.
Although the forecast assumes that there will be no increase in the Bank of England’s gilt
holdings, it does assume that there will be purchases of gilts by the Bank of England to
replace existing gilts as and when those holdings mature. This appears to be a reasonable
assumption, as the MPC has indicated that quantitative easing is likely to be maintained
for some time to come, and that when it is unwound this will be done at a gradual pace.
A ‘passive’ approach to unwinding quantitative easing would involve ceasing to purchase
replacement gilts when existing gilts mature and using those funds to reduce Bank of
England deposits instead.
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Table 9.5. Cash flows and planned funding over the five years to 2021–22
2017–18
(£bn)

2018–19
(£bn)

2019–20
(£bn)

2020–21
(£bn)

2021–22
(£bn)

Total
(£bn)

Fiscal deficit

(59)

(47)

(22)

(21)

(17)

(166)

Government lending

(73)

(22)

(22)

(23)

(25)

(165)

Debt repayments

(80)

(67)

(93)

(97)

(79)

(416)

Asset disposals

23

7

3

2

-

35

Timing and other

3

3

5

-

3

14

Funding required

(186)

(126)

(129)

(139)

(118)

(698)

External investors

134

126

129

139

118

646

Bank of England
deposits

52

0

0

0

0

52

Planned funding

186

126

129

139

118

698

Note: Government lending and debt repayments are shown net of repayments of £31 billion and £54 billion in
2020–21 and 2021–22 respectively under the Term Funding Scheme. Projected asset disposals include £2 billion
from sales of Lloyds shares, £21 billion from sales of former Northern Rock and Bradford & Bingley loan books
and £12 billion from sales of student loans.
Amounts shown exclude Bank of England corporate bond purchase and Term Funding schemes.
Source: Office for Budget Responsibility and Debt Management Office.

This contrasts with a more active process of unwinding quantitative easing (QE) involving
the sale of gilts by the Bank of England, repaying Bank of England depositors by
increasing the funds to be obtained from external investors.
Figure 9.6 illustrates how funding requirements have increased significantly over the last
25 years since 1992.
Fiscal deficits in the five-year period from 1992–93 to 1996–97 were followed by an overall
net surplus in the following five years up to 2001–02. This pattern was reversed in the next
five years, with increased spending combined with an increased need to refinance the
borrowing a decade earlier driving a relatively high funding requirement in the period to
2006–07.
The financial crisis in 2008 resulted in historically large deficits in the five years from 2007–
08 to 2011–12. However, as proceeds received by the DMO from investors from the sale of
gilts were offset by payments made by the Bank of England to external investors for the
purchase of gilts, the net new funding obtained from external investors was relatively
small in comparison with the amount provided by Bank of England depositors.
The higher level of funding required in the next five years, to 2016–17, is driven by a
combination of factors. As well as continuing to need to fund fiscal deficits, there is a
greater refinancing requirement as a coincidence of timing as long-term gilts issued
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Figure 9.6. Funding requirements 1992–93 to 2021–22, £ billion (nominal)
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Source: Debt Management Office; Bank of England.

before the financial crisis fall due for repayment, just as medium-term gilts issued
following the financial crisis and short-term gilts issued more recently fall due as well.
The next five years are expected to represent a peak in funding requirements.
Debt repayments after 2021–22 should be lower as the DMO has been able to spread
repayments over a longer time frame, while lower fiscal deficits, or potentially surpluses,
should reduce the level of new funding required each year (see Chapter 3).

The funding remit
Following each Budget, HM Treasury provides the DMO with a remit for the coming
financial year. As well as setting a funding target, the remit also sets out the relative
proportions of different gilts to be issued.
The remit is generally updated at the time of the Autumn Statement to reflect changes in
the funding needs of the government since the preceding Budget.
For example, the 2016 Autumn Statement increased the DMO’s funding remit from
£131 billion to £147 billion for the current fiscal year.3 This was primarily driven by the
need to pay for a £13 billion increase in the estimated fiscal deficit for 2016–17.
The revised remit for 2016–17 is shown in Figure 9.7.
3 Gilt issues in Table 9.4 of £87 billion are net of £60 billion of gilt purchases by the Bank of England.
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Figure 9.7. Planned split of gilt issuance 2016–17
Short-term fixed-interest gilts
26%
Medium-term fixed-interest gilts
20%
Long-term fixed-interest gilts
29%
Index-linked gilts
24%
Unallocated
1%

Source: Debt Management Office, ‘Autumn Statement 2016: revision to the DMO’s financing remit 2016–17’.

Box 9.3. Raising funds – gilt auctions and syndications
The government primarily raises funds through public auctions at which market
participants bid to purchase gilts. There are around 30–50 of these held each year, subject
to market demand.
For example, on 19 October 2016 the Debt Management Office sold £2.5 billion of 1.5%
Treasury Gilt 2026. These are 10-year gilts due for repayment on 22 July 2026 with a fixed
interest rate of 1.5% paying a total of £37.5 million each year in interest.
Bids were received for just over £5 billion in gilts, meaning the auction was twice
subscribed. Only bids within a certain range were accepted, with an average price of
£103.898 for each £100 gilt, providing total funds to the exchequer of £2,597 million.
This price was a premium of £97 million over the nominal value of the bonds, which reduced
the effective interest rate payable on the bond by the government to 1.078%.
From the perspective of investors, this interest rate of 1.078% is reflected in the price of the
gilts and is known as the yield. This will change over time for investors; however, the
government is not exposed to these subsequent changes as the amounts it will pay out are
fixed at the date of issue or, in the case of index-linked gilts, linked to changes in the RPI.
As an alternative to public auctions, the DMO sometimes chooses to raise funds through a
syndication process. This is a negotiated process where a lead investor agrees terms with
the DMO, which are then accepted by a wider group of investors.
Syndications allow the DMO to access a different group of investors from those who
normally participate in gilt auctions, while allowing syndicates to create more tailored
investment packages – for example, by combining gilts issued by the government with
other investment products.
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A similar remit is expected to be published with the 2017 Budget in March, setting out the
proportions of different types of gilts that the DMO will need to plan to issue in 2017–18. It
will also indicate the balance between issuing gilts through auctions and syndications
respectively, as described in Box 9.3.
These proportions are primarily intended to balance the government’s exposure between
short- and long-term interest rates and to inflation risk, as well as to spread future
repayments over time. This is to minimise the refinancing requirements in any one
particular year.
The DMO also takes account of anticipated market demand that could drive cheaper
financing opportunities.
The proportions of different gilts selected over time have had the consequence of
changing the maturity profile of the external debt portfolio as it is refinanced. For
example, the maturity profile will lengthen as short-term fixed-interest gilts repaid this
year are replaced by medium- and long-term gilts in a ratio of 3 to 1. This reflects the
greater proportion of short-term debt that is currently being refinanced.
A further factor is that the DMO has taken advantage of favourable market conditions to
increase the length of both long-term gilts and index-linked gilts, locking in very low
nominal or real interest rates for periods of up to 50 years.
Over the last decade, a combination of these approaches has had the effect of increasing
the average maturity of gilts in issue up to around 18 years at 30 September 2016.
The effect this has on refinancing risk and on the government’s external interest rate
profile is discussed further in Section 9.4.

Public sector net debt
While refinancing debt does not increase the overall total amount owed to external
investors, the new funding required to pay for public spending and increased government
lending will result in an increase in public sector net debt over the next five years.
The effect of this increase is summarised in Table 9.6, which highlights how public sector
net debt excluding banks is expected to reach almost £2 trillion by March 2022.
Lower fiscal deficits are expected to result in a slower rate of growth in public sector debt
over the next five years than has been seen over the past decade. In comparison with the
overall size of the economy, it is expected to peak at 90.2% of GDP at 31 March 2018 and to
fall thereafter.
The Term Funding Scheme has the effect of increasing public sector net debt as it is used
to fund new loans, which is then reversed as those loans are repaid four years later. As a
consequence, the forecast peak in public sector net debt excluding banks as a share of
GDP is exaggerated as is the subsequent fall.
The expected peak in public sector net debt as a proportion of GDP has now moved
several times, with expectations being revised in successive fiscal events due to poorerthan-expected performance of the economy. An example is the March 2015 Budget, which
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Table 9.6. Projected public sector net debt over the next five years
PSNDex

March
2017
(£bn)

March
2018
(£bn)

March
2019
(£bn)

March
2020
(£bn)

March
2021
(£bn)

March
2022
(£bn)

1,692

1,755

1,819

1,860

1,898

1,952

33

85

85

85

52

0

PSNDex

1,725

1,840

1,904

1,945

1,950

1,952

PSNDex exc. Term
Funding Scheme
/ GDP

85.7%

86.0%

85.7%

84.2%

82.5%

81.6%

PSNDex / GDP

87.3%

90.2%

89.7%

88.0%

84.8%

81.6%

Excluding Term
Funding Scheme
Term Funding
Scheme

Source: Office for Budget Responsibility.

predicted that debt would start to fall as a proportion of GDP over the course of 2015–16.
Whether the most recent forecast of a fall over the course of 2018–19 will be achieved is
subject to some uncertainty, at least on a basis excluding the Term Funding Scheme.

9.4

Strategy and risks

The outlook remains negative, reflecting the continued institutional and economic
uncertainty surrounding Brexit negotiations, and what arrangements will emerge postdeparture. We also see heightened risks of a deterioration in external financing
conditions in light of the UK's high gross external financing requirements.
Standard & Poor’s, 28 October 2016
Debt management strategy
The government’s current strategy for raising and managing debt was established in a
debt management review conducted in 1995. It is based on an overall objective for debt
management, which is ‘to minimize over the long term the cost of meeting the
government’s financing needs, taking account of risk, whilst ensuring that debt
management policy is consistent with monetary policy’.
The strategy established by the review emphasised the importance of maintaining a
strong and liquid gilt market that remains open and available for the government to be
able to raise new debt as required. It also sets out a principle that the government should
seek to balance exposures between short-term interest rates, long-term interest rates and
inflation.
To support the operation of efficient gilt markets, the review sets out how the government
should issue debt in a predictable way, on a ‘no surprises’ basis. In order to achieve this,
the DMO communicates planned funding requirements well in advance and conducts
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auctions and syndications in a transparent manner – for example, by publishing details of
bids received following each auction.
The planned funding requirement for each year is set out in an annual debt management
report published by HM Treasury at each Budget. This provides a remit for the DMO for
the coming year, including the amounts to be raised, the proportion of different types of
gilts to be issued and the balance between auctions and syndications.
The 1995 debt management review was written before the establishment of the DMO in
1998, which was necessitated as a consequence of the decision to grant operational
independence to the Bank of England in 1997. However, HM Treasury concluded at the
time that the approach set out in the 1995 debt management review remained
appropriate and this was reconfirmed in a strategic ‘landscape’ review in 2003–04.
A Treasury Committee briefing by the National Audit Office in 2007 concluded that the
DMO’s activities were consistent with debt management objectives and with International
Monetary Fund (IMF) guidance, but made a number of recommendations on how the
DMO could improve the measurement and reporting of its performance.
However, no reviews appear to have been conducted since the financial crisis in 2008 and
the significant increase in the government’s indebtedness since then.
With the UK having voted to leave the European Union, now may be a good time to review
the government’s approach to debt management to ensure that it is robust in the face of
increased economic uncertainty.

Sources of funding
As a sovereign debt issuer, the government has a theoretically unlimited ‘credit line’
available to it in the form of the Bank of England’s ability to print money by creating new
bank deposits. However, if used for non-monetary-policy reasons, this could have adverse
economic consequences, and so in practice the government seeks to obtain the funds it
needs by borrowing.
The most effective and cheapest way to borrow money is to do so directly from debt
investors. Hence the primary routes through which the government seeks to raise funds
are by selling government securities directly to institutional and other debt investors and
by taking deposits directly from retail investors.
Local government’s more limited funding requirements are in most cases funded in the
same way, with funds obtained through gilt markets supplied to local authorities through
Public Works Board and other loans. A limited number of other public bodies, such as
Network Rail, have obtained bank loans and issued their own corporate bonds, but these
are generally at effective interest rates that are much lower than those available to nonpublicly-owned entities.
The government has used Private Finance Initiative (PFI) arrangements to provide funds
for the building of schools, hospitals and other assets. These are a more expensive form of
financing, which has been justified by government on the basis of the risks assumed by
PFI providers as part of these arrangements.
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Liquidity
In order to ensure cash is available as required to fund government activities and to repay
debts as and when they fall due, the DMO seeks to ensure that there is an open and
effective market for government securities.
It does this by offering gilts that are attractive to investors, by conducting operations in a
transparent fashion, and by supporting an efficient market – for example, by purchasing
or selling gilts on a daily basis in order to provide liquidity to investors. Together these
actions are designed to provide confidence to investors to purchase gilts as a safe haven
investment and so to continue to keep gilt markets open to the government.
There is no obligation on debt investors to continue to lend to the government, and so the
DMO seeks to ensure that gilts continue to be attractive – for example, by ensuring gilts
are classified as high investment grade, so that institutional investors that limit their
exposure to riskier forms of investment can continue to invest.
The DMO also aims to limit the risk of oversupply by minimising the amount that needs to
be refinanced at any one point in time. For example, by spreading out maturity dates over
a longer period, the DMO has sought to minimise the refinancing required each year, with
substantially reduced refinancing requirements from 2022–23 onwards.
In addition, the DMO has sought to ensure that only a relatively small proportion of
overall debt is repayable on demand or needs to be refinanced within the very near term.
For example, many National Savings & Investments products are repayable on demand,
while Treasury bills need to be refinanced every month, three months or six months. In
each case, the amount of exposure is relatively small in the context of the overall volume
of debt outstanding.
Despite those actions, investors do have choices and there remains the possibility that if
demand falls then interest rates would need to rise to make gilts more attractive.
Alternatively, the government could seek to obtain finance from other sources, such as
syndicated bank loans. In each case, this would likely involve paying more to obtain
funding than is possible today.

Maturity profile
The choice made by the DMO over the length of the bonds it issues is one of the key
drivers in determining the cost of debt and the level of refinancing required each year.
Box 9.4 explains some of the trade-offs made by the DMO in deciding between short-term
and long-term finance.
Over the last decade, the DMO has adopted a policy of increasing the length of the gilts it
issues.
As a consequence, average maturities of government securities increased from 11.7 years
at 30 June 2005 to 18.2 years as of 30 September 2016, as illustrated by Figure 9.8. This
reflects fixed-interest gilts, where maturities have increased from an average of 12.1 years
to 15.9 years, and index-linked gilts, where average maturities have increased from 13.5
years to 24.7 years. Average maturities for Treasury bills increased slightly from 0.13 years
to 0.21 years.
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Box 9.4. Maturity and interest rates – the choice
The length of time until a bond is repaid affects its cost at issue, the length of time before
the interest rate is reset and the amount of debt that needs to be refinanced each year.
For example, consider the choice between issuing a 30-year gilt and issuing a 2-year gilt.
At a yield of 2.0%, interest on a £1 billion 30-year gilt would be £20 million a year, fixed for
the next 30 years.
This compares with the £2 million in interest that would be payable each year on a £1 billion
2-year gilt yielding 0.2%. However, after two years the DMO would need to refinance this gilt
and interest rates may well be different when it does.
One way of looking at the £18 billion additional cost is as a premium to hedge against
interest rates increasing over the subsequent 28 years and for the benefit of reducing the
amount of debt that needs to be refinanced over the intervening period.
There is a corollary. Committing to a fixed-interest rate for a long period means missing out
on the opportunity to take advantage of future reductions in interest rates.

Figure 9.8. Average maturities of government securities
All
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Average maturity (years)
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0

Source: Debt Management Office.
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Figure 9.9. Average maturities, 2016
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Source: US Treasury, Eurostat, Japan Ministry of Finance, Debt Management Office.

The average maturity of UK government securities is much greater than that in
comparable developed economies, as illustrated by Figure 9.9.
One of the key drivers behind this difference is that the DMO has been able to take
advantage of strong demand from domestic institutional investors for long-term debt, in
particular from pension funds for index-linked gilts that provide a hedge against their RPIlinked liabilities.4 This has enabled the DMO to lock-in low interest rates for longer periods
than would otherwise be possible.

Interest rate and inflation risks
The need to borrow from external lenders exposes the government to the risk of interest
rate changes and, in the case of index-linked debt, to changes in the rate of inflation.
These risks can go both ways. If debt is short-term in nature or is due to be refinanced in
the near future, then there is an increased exposure to rising interest rates in the near
term. However, if the government has locked itself into long-term debt at high interest
rates, it will not have the opportunity to take advantage of lower interest rates that might
be available before it is due to be refinanced.
Similarly, by issuing index-linked debt, the government is able partly to protect itself from
periods of low inflation, when debt is not being ‘inflated away’ as quickly as has been the
case in the past. This contrasts with periods of higher inflation, when higher fixed-rate
gilts will become cheaper in real terms, but this benefit being offset by a higher cost for
index-linked gilts.
The DMO seeks to balance these different risks through a mixed portfolio of government
securities, and the left-hand chart in Figure 9.10 provides an estimated summary of the
relative proportions of external debt exposed to variable interest rates, fixed interest rates
and to inflation.
4
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Figure 9.10. Exposure profile, before and after Bank of England gilt holdings

Variable 23%

Variable 42%

RPI 21%

RPI 21%

Fixed 56%

Fixed 37%

Note: Variable exposure for this purpose is defined as exposure to Treasury bills, ‘ultra-short’ fixed-interest gilts
with maturities of less than three years, or to bank base rates.
Source: Debt Management Office, Office for National Statistics, National Savings & Investments, Bank of England;
ICAEW calculations.

The right-hand chart reflects how this profile is changed by the Bank of England’s gilt
holdings, which replace gilts owned by external investors with deposits paying the bank
base rate. This is very similar to an interest rate swap, which, in the case of the
government, has been executed by an operationally independent Bank of England.
In practice, this swap in interest rate exposures is currently benefiting the exchequer by
replacing higher rates payable on gilts for the much lower bank base rate.
However, this comes with a significant sensitivity to changes in base rates. For example, in
November 2016, the OBR decreased its forecast for debt interest in 2020–21 by £3.5 billion
Table 9.7. OBR debt interest ‘ready reckoner’, change in £ billion
2016–17
(£bn)

2017–18
(£bn)

2018–19
(£bn)

2019–20
(£bn)

2020–21
(£bn)

2021–22
(£bn)

1ppt increase in gilt rates

0.6

1.6

2.5

3.4

4.3

5.2

1ppt increase in short rates

5.3

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.6

1ppt increase in inflation

3.6

4.3

4.8

5.5

5.9

6.8

£5bn more borrowing

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.5

Assumed gilt rates

1.2%

1.3%

1.5%

1.6%

1.8%

1.9%

Assumed short rates

0.4%

0.3%

0.5%

0.6%

0.8%

1.0%

Assumed RPI

2.0%

3.2%

3.5%

3.1%

3.2%

3.2%

Note: Increases are assumed to commence at the start of 2016–17 and continue throughout the forecast period.
Short rates are for three-month LIBOR.
Source: Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and Fiscal Outlook Supplementary Fiscal Tables, November 2016.
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to reflect the reduction in base rate from 0.5% to 0.25%.5 If the MPC were to increase the
base rate, the consequence would be an increase in debt interest.
The OBR provides a debt interest ‘ready reckoner’ to allow the effect of interest rates and
inflation on debt interest costs to be understood, as shown in Table 9.7. This illustrates
how an increase in gilt rates above the rates included in the OBR’s forecasts would result
in a gradual increase in debt interest as existing debts are refinanced, while changes in
short rates and inflation would have a more immediate impact.
The OBR uses the term ‘short rates’ in this context to refer to commercial lending rates
represented by three-month London Interbank Borrowing Rate (LIBOR), which is
influenced by the bank base rate as well as by yields on Treasury bills and gilts.

Credit ratings
For many debt issuers, credit ratings are an important factor in the effective interest rates
that can be obtained. These provide debt investors with a framework within which they
can assess, manage and price their credit risk exposures. This is reflected within the
investment profiles of institutional investors, which typically will limit the proportion of the
funds they will put into riskier investments, based on the assessments of one or more of
the credit rating agencies.
For sovereign debt issuers, credit ratings are less relevant, particularly in the case of
developed economies where downgrades in credit ratings do not necessarily result in
higher effective interest rates for the countries concerned. The UK is a good example of
this, as although three of the main credit rating agencies no longer rate UK sovereign
debt as AAA, the UK continues to be able to obtain finance at very low interest rates and
gilt auctions and syndications are oversubscribed.
Credit rating agencies generally rate debt issuers on a 24-point scale, from C (close to
default) to AAA (prime) depending on their assessment of the credit risks to debt investors
in lending money to the organisations concerned. The top 10 ratings from BBB– to AAA
are described as ‘investment grade’, while the top four from AA– to AAA are described as
‘high investment grade’.
Although credit ratings appear to have less influence over the pricing of and demand for
government debt, there may be an exception to this. Many institutional investors limit the
Table 9.8. Credit ratings for UK government debt
Agency

Rating

Outlook

Rating scale position
(C = 24, BB = 12, AAA = 1)

DBRS

AAA

Stable

1

Fitch

AA+

Negative

2

Moody’s

Aa1

Negative

2

Standard & Poor’s

AA

Negative

3

Source: Fitch, Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s and DBRS.

5

Page 168 of Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and Fiscal Outlook: November 2016.
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amount they will invest in debts rated below high investment grade, and so a downgrade
to A+ or below might reduce the demand for government securities from such investors,
especially if they are from overseas.

Credit default swaps
Market sentiment remains positive towards UK government securities.
This view is supported by the current price of credit default swaps (CDSs), which are one
of the most widely used forms of credit derivatives. They pay out in the event of a negative
credit event or default, such as a failure to repay debt on time or where less is paid back
than the full amount due. The seller of a credit default swap agrees to step in and pay in
full the interest and principal that should have been paid by the defaulting borrower, in
exchange for receiving any payments (if any) still being made. In certain circumstances,
credit default swaps may instead be settled for a single cash payment, based on market
values at the date of default.
For debt investors, credit default swaps provide an insurance policy – protecting them
from the risk that they may not receive all of the interest and principal that they are due,
in exchange for a premium in the form of the purchase price for a credit default swap
contract.
Various models exist for converting credit default swap prices into an implied probability
of default on the government securities covered by those swaps. Deutsche Bank publishes
the results of one such model for 47 countries, ranging from Australia with the lowest
probability of default through to Venezuela as the most likely. Greece is not included in
the list, but pricing from other sources implies an approximate 40% probability of default
over the next five years.
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Figure 9.11. Credit default swaps, probability of default

Note: Five-year default risk extrapolated from the annual probability of default based on a 40% recovery
assumption.
Source: Deutsche Bank Research, ‘CDS valuation tool’, 19 January 2017.
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Figure 9.11 summarises the implied probability of default for the top 16 countries in the
Deutsche Bank Research analysis, together with selected other countries.
th

The UK’s position at 12 in the list, with an implied five-year probability of default of 2.5%
or 1 in 40, reflects the market view of the UK as a relatively safe place to invest, with only
11 other countries seen to be safer.6
These prices relate to five-year swaps and so do not reflect longer-term risks that could
affect the UK economy and its ability to pay its debts. However, they do encompass the
immediate fundraising peak expected over the next five years, providing an indication that
current market sentiment is positive towards UK government securities.

9.5

Conclusion

Market confidence remains strong
Although credit rating agencies are cautious given the scale of funding needing to be
raised over the next five years, market sentiment remains strong towards investing in UK
government securities.
Retaining that market confidence is important as the government faces the challenge of
continuing to raise substantial sums from investors at the same time as executing a
successful departure from the European Union and negotiating new trading
arrangements with other nations. Other factors, such as instability in the eurozone and
continuing conflict in the Middle East, may also increase global economic and political
uncertainty.

Quantitative easing has a significant effect on interest rate risk
The DMO’s objective of balancing exposures to interest rates and to inflation has seen it
increase the average maturity of gilts in issue, taking advantage of low interest rates as it
has refinanced debt over the last five years. It has the opportunity to do the same over the
next five years.
However, the effect of quantitative easing is to swap a substantial proportion of that
profile into an exposure to bank base rates.
This has benefited the government over the last few years as bank base rates have been
so low, but this is at a consequence of a much higher immediate exposure to changes in
interest rates.
An omission from recent debt management reports is any consideration of the impact of
the Bank of England’s quantitative easing programme on the government’s overall debt
risk profile.
It may be that it is right, for monetary policy reasons, that the DMO should not attempt to
counteract or mitigate the effect that quantitative easing has had on government’s overall
6
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This probability is calculated based on the assumption that at least 40% of the debt investment would be
recovered. The five-year probability of less serious defaults at a 60% recovery level for the UK is 3.5% or
around 1 in 30, while the likelihood of more serious defaults implied by a 20% recovery level is 2.0% or around
1 in 50.
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risk exposure. However, it is important that the government addresses this as part of an
up-to-date treasury management strategy.

Strategy is important
The government’s objectives and debt management strategy were last fully reviewed in
1995, before operational independence was granted to the Bank of England, the financial
crisis occurred and the decision was taken by the British public to leave the European
Union.
The consequences of these events should be considered as part of a fresh review, which
should also take account of developments in treasury management over the last 20 years
since the last review.
A review should also address the need for robust scenario planning, with ‘country-level
stress tests’ to consider a range of potential scenarios, including low-probability highimpact events such as a weakening in sovereign debt markets or a loss of confidence by
investors in the UK.
With significant debt funding required over the next five years – a period that is expected
to involve significant changes in the UK economy – having a robust treasury management
strategy in place is important.
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Appendix A. Headline tax and benefit
rates and thresholds
a

2016–17

2017–18

Personal allowance

£11,000 p.a.

£11,500 p.a.

Married couple’s allowance, restricted to 10%

£8,355 p.a.

£8,445 p.a.

£5,000

£5,000

£1,000 (£500)

£1,000 (£500)

Basic rate

20%

20%

Higher rate

40%

40%

Additional rate

45%

45%

Tax rates on interest income

0%, 20%, 40%, 45%

0%, 20%, 40%, 45%

Tax rates on dividend income

7.5%, 32.5%, 38.1%

7.5%, 32.5%, 38.1%

Starting-rate limit

£5,000 p.a.

£5,000 p.a.

Basic-rate limit

£32,000 p.a.

£33,500 p.a.

Higher-rate limit

£150,000 p.a.

£150,000 p.a.

Income limit for personal allowance

£100,000 p.a.

£100,000 p.a

Lower earnings limit (LEL)

£112 p.w.

£113 p.w.

Upper earnings limit (UEL)

£827 p.w.

£866 p.w.

Primary earnings threshold (employee)

£155 p.w.

£157 p.w.

Secondary earnings threshold (employer)

£156 p.w.

£157 p.w.

– below UEL

12%

12%

– above UEL

2%

2%

– below UEL

13.8% / 0%

13.8% / 0%

– above UEL

13.8%

13.8%

20%

19%

0.09% (0.085%

0.085% (0.08%

from Jan 2017)

from Jan 2018)

0.18% (0.17%

0.17% (0.16%

from Jan 2017)

from Jan 2018)

Income tax

(at least one spouse/civil partner born
before 6/4/35)
Dividend allowance
Personal savings allowance basic (higher) rate

National Insurance

Class 1 rate:

employee
employer

b

Corporation tax
Main rate
Bank levy
Rates: equity and long-term liabilities
short-term liabilities
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a

2016–17

2017–18

£11,100 p.a.

£11,300 p.a.

£5,550 p.a.

£5,650 p.a.

18% (10%)

18% (10%)

28% (20%)

28% (20%)

£325,000

£325,000

40%

40%

-

£100,000

£83,000 p.a.

£85,000 p.a.

Standard rate

20%

20%

Reduced rate

5%

5%

Beer (pint at 3.9% ABV)

40.7p

42.0p

Wine (75cl bottle at 12% ABV)

208p

215p

Spirits (70cl bottle at 40% ABV)

774p

799p

392.8p

405.4p

156.4p

159.5p

Ultra-low-sulphur petrol (litre)

57.95p

57.95p

Ultra-low-sulphur diesel (litre)

57.95p

57.95p

Capital gains tax
Annual exemption limit: individuals
trusts
Standard rate
Higher rate

c

c

Inheritance tax
Threshold
Rate for transfer at or near death
Main residence nil-rate band
Value added tax
Registration threshold

Excise duties

e

20 cigarettes: specific duty
ad valorem (16.5% of retail price)

d

d
d
d
d

Air passenger duty
Band A (up to 2,000 miles):

g

club & first class
h

higher rate
Band B (over 2,000 miles):

f

£13

£26

£26

£78

£78

f

£75

£13

economy

economy

£73
g

f

f

£146

£150

£438

£450

15–50%

15–50%

financial bets

3%

3%

other bets

10%

10%

9.5% (10% from

10% (12% from

1 Oct 2016)

1 Jun 2017)

20%

20%

club & first class
h

higher rate
Betting and gaming duty

Gaming duty (depends on gross gaming yield)
Spread betting rate:

Insurance premium tax
Standard rate
Higher rate (for insurance sold accompanying
certain goods and services)
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2016–17

2017–18

up to £125,000

0%

0%

£125,001–£250,000

2%

2%

£250,001–£925,000

5%

5%

£925,001–£1,500,000

10%

10%

above £1,500,000

12%

12%

up to £150,000

0%

0%

£150,001–£250,000

2%

2%

above £250,000

5%

5%

0.5%

0.5%

Graduated system (first-year rate)

-

£0–£2,000 p.a.

Flat rate (after first year; petrol/diesel cars)

-

£140 p.a.

Graduated system (first-year rate)

£0–£1,120 p.a.

£0–£1,140 p.a.

Graduated system (after first year)

£0–£515 p.a.

£0–£525 p.a.

Standard rate (cars registered before 1/3/01)

£235 p.a.

£240 p.a.

Small-car rate (cars registered before 1/3/01

£145 p.a.

£150 p.a.

£165–£1,850 p.a.

£170–£1,885 p.a.

Standard rate

£84.40 per tonne

£86.10 per tonne

Lower rate (inactive waste only)

£2.65 per tonne

£2.70 per tonne

Electricity

0.559p/kWh

0.568p/kWh

Natural gas

0.195p/kWh

0.198p/kWh

Liquefied petroleum gas

1.251p/kg

1.272p/kg

Any other taxable commodity

1.526p/kg

1.551p/kg

England

48.4%

46.7%

Scotland

48.4%

46.6%

Wales

48.6%

49.9%

i

Stamp duty

j

Land and buildings:

marginal tax rate for house values:

marginal tax rate for property values:

Stocks and shares: rate
Vehicle excise duty
For cars registered after 1/4/17:

For cars registered 1/3/01–31/3/17:

with engines up to 1,549cc)
Heavy goods vehicles (varies according to
vehicle type and weight)
Landfill tax

Climate change levy

Business rates
k

Rate applicable for low-value properties in:
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a

2016–17

2017–18

£1,530

Councils to set

Single (aged 25 or over)

£73.10 p.w.

£73.10 p.w.

Couple (both aged 18 or over)

£114.85 p.w.

£114.85 p.w.

single

£119.30 p.w.

£122.30 p.w.

couple

£190.80 p.w.

£195.60 p.w.

£155.65 p.w.

£159.55 p.w.

and aged under 80

£200 p.a.

£200 p.a.

aged 80 or over

£300 p.a.

£300 p.a.

single

£155.60 p.w.

£159.35 p.w.

couple

£237.55 p.w.

£243.25 p.w.

– single

£133.82 p.w.

£137.35 p.w.

– couple

£212.97 p.w.

£218.42 p.w.

– single

£13.07 p.w.

£13.20 p.w.

– couple

£14.75 p.w.

£14.90 p.w.

40%

40%

£20.70 p.w.

£20.70 p.w.

£13.70 p.w.

£13.70 p.w.

£50,000 p.a.

£50,000 p.a.

1% per £100

1% per £100

£545 p.a.

£545 p.a.

Child element

£2,780 p.a.

£2,780 p.a.

Disabled child element

£3,140 p.a.

£3,175 p.a.

Council tax
Average band D rate in England
Income support / Income-based JSA

State pension
Basic state pension, for those who reached
SPA before 6/4/16:

Single-tier pension, for those who reach SPA
on or after 6/4/16:
single
Winter fuel payment, for those born on or
before 5/5/53:

Pension credit
Guarantee credit, for those over female SPA:

Savings credit, for those aged 65 or over who
l

reached SPA before 6/4/16:
threshold
maximum
withdrawal rate
Child benefit
First child
Other children
Threshold

m

Withdrawal rate
Child tax credit
Family element
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a

2016–17

2017–18

Basic element

£1,960 p.a.

£1,960 p.a.

Couple and lone-parent element

£2,010 p.a.

£2,010 p.a.

£810 p.a.

£810 p.a.

£2,970 p.a.

£3,000 p.a.

maximum eligible cost for one child

£175 p.w.

£175 p.w.

maximum eligible cost for two or more

£300 p.w.

£300 p.w.

70%

70%

Threshold

£6,420 p.a.

£6,420 p.a.

Threshold if entitled to child tax credit only

£16,105 p.a.

£16,105 p.a.

41%

41%

£500

£500

weeks 1–6

90% of earnings

90% of earnings

weeks 7–33

£139.58 p.w., or

£140.98 p.w., or

90% of earnings if

90% of earnings if

lower

lower

£139.58 p.w.

£140.98 p.w.

Working tax credit

30-hour element
Disabled worker element
Childcare element:

children
proportion of eligible costs covered
Features common to child and working tax
credits

Withdrawal rate
Maternity benefits
Sure Start maternity grant
Statutory maternity pay:

Maternity allowance
a

2017–18 figures take pre-announced values where available and estimated results of standard indexation
otherwise.
b
Employers are not liable for National Insurance contributions on the earnings of employees under the age of 21
or apprentices under the age of 25 below the upper earnings limit.
c
The rate in parentheses applies to gains on assets other than residential property.
d
Assumes RPI inflation of 3.2% in the third quarter of 2017 as per Office for Budget Responsibility, Economic and
Fiscal Outlook: November 2016.
e
Assumes the December 2016 average pre-tax price of 20 king-size filter cigarettes (based on series CZMP from
table 63 of ONS’s consumer price inflation detailed reference tables).
f
Children aged under 16 are not subject to air passenger duty if they are flying economy class.
g
If the seat pitch exceeds 1.016 metres (40 inches), the club and first class (standard) rate is the minimum rate
that applies in any class of travel.
h
The higher rate applies to flights aboard aircraft of 20 tonnes and above with fewer than 19 seats.
i
Land and building transactions tax operates instead of stamp duty land tax in Scotland.
j
Both residential and non-residential properties are subject to an additional charge for new leaseholds if an
annual rent is paid. Above an allowance, residential properties pay 1% of the net present value of the lease, while
non-residential properties pay 1–2%.
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k

Applies to all businesses with a rateable value above £12,000 in Wales, below £25,500 in Greater London (rising
to £51,000 in 2017–18) and below £18,000 (rising to £51,000 in 2017–18) in the rest of England. In Scotland it
applies to businesses with a rateable value between £18,001 and £35,000 (rising to £51,000 in 2017–18) on
properties with a rateable value of at least £18,001. An additional 0.5% is payable on properties in the City of
London with a 0.13% supplement on higher-value properties. A supplement is also payable on higher-value
properties in England (1.3%) and Scotland (2.6%).
l
Some individuals who reach SPA on or after 6/4/16 may continue to get savings credit if they were in a couple
and their partner reached SPA before 6/4/16 and they were receiving savings credit up to 6/4/16.
m
The high-income child benefit charge applies to all families containing at least one individual with a taxable
income in excess of £50,000.
Source:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tax-and-tax-credit-rates-and-thresholds-for-2017-18/tax-and-taxcredit-rates-and-thresholds-for-2017-18
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/572844/proposed-benefit-andpension-rates-2017-to-2018.pdf
http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-7722
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/rates/index.htm
https://www.gov.uk/winter-fuel-payment
https://www.gov.uk/pension-credit
https://www.gov.uk/tax-buy-shares/overview
https://www.gov.uk/vehicle-tax-rate-tables
https://www.gov.uk/inheritance-tax/overview
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130129110402/http://www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/d/junebudget_costings.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/council-tax-levels-set-by-local-authorities-in-england-2016-to-2017
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/264602/14._Inheritance_tax__nil_rate_band.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/business-rates-information-letters
https://www.gov.uk/stamp-duty-land-tax/overview
https://www.gov.uk/sure-start-maternity-grant
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/stamp-duty-land-tax-leasehold-purchases
http://business.wales.gov.uk/running-business/tax-corporation-tax-allowances-business-rates-vat/businessrates-relief-in-wales
https://www.mygov.scot/business-rates-guidance/
https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/business/business-rates/Pages/small-business-rate-relief.aspx
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-passenger-duty-childrens-exemption
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/air-passenger-duty
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/excise-notice-550-air-passenger-duty/excise-notice-550-airpassenger-duty
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heavy-goods-vehicles-and-vehicle-excise-duty-rates-from-april2014
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bank-levy-rate-reduction/bank-levy-rate-reduction
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/budget-2012
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/571559/autumn_statement_201
6_web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/capital-gains-tax/overview
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/inheritance-tax-residence-nil-rate-band
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00492244.pdf
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For descriptions of the tax and benefit systems, see T. Pope and T. Waters, ‘A survey of the
UK tax system’, IFS Briefing Note BN9, 2016, http://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/1711 and
A. Hood and A. Norris Keiller, ‘A survey of the UK benefit system’, IFS Briefing Note BN13,
2016, http://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/1718.
For a summary of the main tax measures introduced in each Budget, Pre-Budget Report
and Autumn Statement since 1979, see
http://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/publications/ff/budget_measures.xls.
For estimates of the effects of various illustrative tax changes on government revenues,
see HMRC Collection, ‘Tax ready reckoner statistics’,
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/tax-expenditures-and-ready-reckoners.
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Appendix B. Abbreviations
A&E

accident and emergency

ABV

alcohol by volume

ACE

allowance for corporate equity

AME

annual managed expenditure

APF

Asset Purchase Facility

APMS

Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Survey

BBC

British Broadcasting Corporation

BCC

British Chambers of Commerce

BIS

Department of Business, Innovation and Skills

bn

billion

BoJ

Bank of Japan

bp

basis point

BRIC

Brazil, Russia, India and China

BTEC

Business and Technology Education Council

CDEL

capital departmental expenditure limit

CDS

credit default swap

CEE

Centre for the Economics of Education

CETA

Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement

CIPFA

Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

cl

centilitre

CNY

Chinese yuan renminbi

CPI

Consumer Prices Index

CPP

Centre for Microeconomic Analysis of Public Policy

CRESR

Centre for Regional Economic and Social Research

CT

corporation tax

CVER

Centre for Vocational Education Research

DCLG

Department for Communities and Local Government

DDA

Disability Discrimination Act

DECC

Department of Energy and Climate Change

DEFRA

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

DEL

departmental expenditure limit
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DfID

Department for International Development

DH

Department of Health

DI

Disability Insurance

DLA

disability living allowance

DMO

Debt Management Office

DWP

Department for Work and Pensions

ECB

European Central Bank

EEA

European Economic Area

EFO

Economic and Fiscal Outlook

EIU

Economist Intelligence Unit

ELSA

English Longitudinal Study of Ageing

EM

emerging market

ESA

employment and support allowance (Chapter 6)
European System of National and Regional Accounts (Chapter 4)

ESA10

European System of National and Regional Accounts 2010

ESA95

European System of National and Regional Accounts 1995

ESRC

Economic and Social Research Council

EU

European Union

FDI

foreign direct investment

FOI

Freedom of Information

FPC

Financial Policy Committee

FRAB

Financial Reporting Advisory Board

FRS

Family Resources Survey

FSR

Fiscal Sustainability Report

FTA

free trade agreement

FX

foreign exchange

G7

Group of Seven countries: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK, US

GB

Great Britain

GCSE

General Certificate of Secondary Education

GDP

gross domestic product

H

half

HB

housing benefit

HM

Her Majesty’s
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HMRC

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

HMSO

Her Majesty’s Stationery Office

HMT

Her Majesty’s Treasury

HSCIC

Health and Social Care Information Centre

IASB

International Accounting Standards Board

IB

incapacity benefit

ICAEW

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales

IfA

Institute for Apprenticeships

IFRS

International Financial Reporting Standards

IFS

Institute for Fiscal Studies

IMF

International Monetary Fund

IPSAS

International Public Sector Accounting Standards

IPT

insurance premium tax

IT

information technology

JSA

jobseeker’s allowance

kg

kilogram

kWh

kilowatt-hour

LA

local authority

LCW

limited capability for work

LCWRA

limited capability for work-related activity

LEL

lower earnings limit

LFS

Labour Force Survey

LH

left-hand

LHS

left-hand side

LIBOR

London Interbank Borrowing Rate

LLP

limited liability partnership

LPC

Low Pay Commission

m

million

MFN

Most Favoured Nation

MoD

Ministry of Defence

MPC

Monetary Policy Committee

NAIRU

non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment

NAO

National Audit Office
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NDA

Nuclear Decommissioning Authority

NHS

National Health Service

NI

National Insurance

NICs

National Insurance contributions

NLW

national living wage

NMW

national minimum wage

NPL

non-performing loan

NQF

National Qualifications Framework

NVQ

National Vocational Qualification

NZ

New Zealand

OBR

Office for Budget Responsibility

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

Ofsted

Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills

ONS

Office for National Statistics

p

pence

p.a.

per annum

p.w.

per week

PAYE

Pay As You Earn

PESA

Public Expenditure Statistical Analyses

PFI

Private Finance Initiative

PIP

personal independence payment

PMI

Purchasing Managers’ Index

PPPs

purchasing power parities

ppt

percentage point

PSCE

public sector current expenditure

PSGI

public sector gross investment

PSND

public sector net debt

PSNDex

public sector net debt excluding banks

Q

quarter

QE

quantitative easing

R&D

research and development

RDEL

resource departmental expenditure limit

RH

right-hand
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RHS

right-hand side

RICS

Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

RoATP

Register of Apprenticeship Training Providers

RPI

Retail Prices Index

RRA

rate-of-return allowance

SDA

severe disablement allowance

SFA

Skills Funding Agency

SPA

state pension age

SR

Spending Review

TAXBEN

the IFS tax and benefit microsimulation model

TDEL

total departmental expenditure limit

TFP

total factor productivity

TFS

Term Funding Scheme

UC

universal credit

UEL

upper earnings limit

UK

United Kingdom

UKDA

UK Data Archive

US

United States

VAT

value added tax

WCA

work capability assessment

WGA

Whole of Government Accounts

WRA

work-related activity

WTO

World Trade Organisation
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